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Analysis in Ecotect 
Economic pressures and the endless quest for greater efficiencies are having a significant impact on the way 
architects work. Such considerations have always driven building design, however more performance-based 
briefs and technical regulation means that the designer must not only understand how the building will look 
and fit together, but also how it will perform. As buildings and building systems become more complex, the 
designer is increasingly reliant on technical and environmental consultants to inform the design process. 
Whilst there is no doubt that an experienced consultant is better than any amount of computer software, 
there is still a place for computer modelling and simulation by the designers - especially at the earliest stages 
where a three week turn-around for a consultant's report simply isn't an option.  

Just like computer programs for weather prediction, the complexity and interplay of the actual mechanisms 
involved are far too complex to fully model given our current understanding. However, we do know enough 
about building performance for some modelling techniques to get it pretty close most of the time, and 
certainly to pick up many things that rules-of-thumb or hand-calculations never could.  

It should also be noted that the most comprehensive and physically accurate simulation methods rarely make 
the best design tools as they require the exact specification of internal surface emissivities (for example) 
before the designers have even decided where to put the walls. This means that they are only ever used at the 
very end of the design process, when all the decisions have been made and all but the slightest cosmetic 
fixes can be applied. 

Thus Ecotect offers a wide range of different analysis and simulation options that use simple but proven 
techniques. It makes informed assumptions about zonal relationships and material assignments as you enter 
your building so that you don't need to specify everything before you can get your first result. As your 
design develops and you refine the model, you progressively make more detailed choices as different issues 
become relevant. However, the range options provided means that you test different design options and 
assess their ramifications in many different areas, deriving as diverse a range of feedback as possible. To 
this end, the following simulation and analysis functions are included. 

1. Shadows 
Displaying shadows over the geometry of the model.  

2. Overshadowing 
Calculating when objects are in shade and by how much.  

3. Solar Radiation  
Quantifying over time exposure to solar incidence.  

4. Shading Design 
Techniques for the performance-based design of shading devices.  

5. Natural and Artificial Lighting 
The calculation of illuminance levels and daylight factors.  

6. Thermal Performance Analysis 
Internal temperatures, gains and heating / cooling loads.  

7. Cost and Environmental Impact 
Fabric costs, embodied energy and greenhouse gas emissions.  

8. Acoustic Analysis 
Statistical reverberation and sound rays / particle generation.  

9. Visual Access  
The degree to which objects are visible from point in the model.  
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How Do I ... 

Modelling 

Simple Modelling 

Advanced Modelling 

Analysis Grid 

Solar Analysis 

Shading Analysis 

Shading Design 

Lighting Analysis 

RADIANCE Analysis 

Thermal Analysis 

Thermal Modelling Issues 

Basic Thermal Analysis 

Advanced Thermal Analysis 

Acoustic Analysis 

Acoustic Modelling Issues 

Acoustic Analysis 

Control Scripting 

These topics are intended as short focussed instructions on the use of a particular function or analysis task. 
They will often assume you have some general architectural or building physics knowledge, however much 
of this background information is available on the Square One web site, and the topic will usually include a 
link to the specific page that explains the concepts being discussed in more detail. 

Modelling 

The modelling interface is covered in the main Modelling section, however use the following links to access 
those the areas of the help file that will instruct you on how to answer each question. 

Simple Modelling 

How do I ... 

 ... create a new object ?  
 ... select different objects within my model ? 
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 ... select an object's nodes ?  
 ... move, scale, rotate, extrude or revolve an object ?  
 ... nudge an object or its nodes using the keyboard ?  
 ... interactively move an object's nodes ?  
 ... change the height of an existing (linked) zone ?  
 ... move an object to a different zone ?  
 ... change the current zone ?  
 ... create, delete or rename a zone ?  
 ... group zones together ?  
 ... hide/show or turn on/off a zone ?  
 ... create a spline curve or an arc ?  
 ... manually enter the length of a line segment ?  
 ... move the 3D cursor up and down in the Z axis ?  
 ... create more complex objects such as spheres and cones ?  
 ... group objects together to make selection easier ?  
 ... unlink objects when relationships get in the way ?  
 ... insert a window into an existing surface ?  
 ... measure distances or angles in the model ?  
 ... assign a new material to the current selection ?  
 ... create a new material ?  
 ... modify data for an existing material ?  

Back to the top. 

Advanced Modelling 

How do I ... 

 ... display surface normals ?  
 ... reverse the surface normal of selected objects ?  
 ... re-orient a surface to a particular given angle ?  
 ... select objects that face a certain direction ?  
 ... change the origin about which scales and rotations occur ?  
 ... trim or extend objects using a cutting plane ?  
 ... divide a surface into multiple 'tiles' for solar radiation calculations ?  
 ... get a LIGHT or APPLIANCE to switch between its primary and alternate material ?  
 ... fix an object that has suddenly turned red ?  
 ... import geometry from CAD ?  

Back to the top. 

Analysis Grid 

How do I ... 

 ... turn on/off the analysis grid ?  
 ... adjust the number of cells in the analysis grid ?  
 ... manually adjust the location and size of the analysis grid ?  
 ... interactively adjust the location and size of the analysis grid ?  
 ... adjust the axis and/or offset value for the 2D grid ?  
 ... fit the grid to currently selected objects ?  
 ... manually turn on/off individual grid cells ?  
 ... adjust the scale and contour settings in the current grid ?  
 ... interactively animate the current grid slice in OpenGL ?  

Back to the top. 

Solar Analysis 
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Ecotect includes an extensive array of shadow, shading and incident solar radiation analysis functions. At 
first glance many of these will look quite straightforward and, for much of what you will probably want to 
do, will be. However some of the more complex analysis functions will require a bit of background 
understanding and will almost certainly have their own quirks and idiosyncrasies that will take some getting 
used to. 

How do I ... 

 ... turn on and off shadows in the current view ?  
 ... display shadows on all surfaces within the model using OpenGL ?  
 ... display shadows only ON particular objects in the model ?  
 ... display shadows only FROM particular objects in the model ?  
 ... highlight shadows from particular objects in a different colour ?  
 ... show only the additional overshadowing caused by a new development ?  
 ... display the path of the Sun relative to my model ?  
 ... view the model from the perspective of the Sun ?  
 ... change the date and time for which shadows are shown ?  
 ... display reflections from an object in the model ?  
 ... project the image of a particular object back towards the Sun ?  
 ... determine the azimuth and altitude of the Sun at a particular time ?  
 ... make a planar object point directly towards the Sun ?  
 ... extrude an object towards the Sun at a particular time ?  
 ... choose a weather data file for hourly solar radiation ?  
 ... change the orientation of my site ?  

Back to the top. 

Shading Analysis 

How do I ... 

 ... work out whether an object is in shade or out of shade at any time ?  
 ... work out what percentage of a large surface is shaded at any particular time ?  
 ... work out how much solar radiation is incident on a particular surface ?  
 ... work out how much solar radiation passes through a window ?  
 ... work out which parts of a building facade need more shading than others ?  
 ... work out how much solar radiation falls on different parts of a site ?  
 ... quickly carry out an overshadowing survey on a complex site ?  
 ... work out how high a building can be without overshadowing certain points ?  
 ... compare annual solar collection with electricity usage in my model ?  
 ... Find the incidence angle of the sun on a particular object?  
 ... Find the current azimuth and altitude of the sun?  

Shading Design 

How do I ... 

 ... generate an optimal shading device for a particular window ?  
 ... work out which parts of a model overshadow certain objects and when ?  
 ... work out the relative importance of different parts of a shading device ?  
 ... spray solar rays to work out how a reflector or shading system is working ?  

Back to the top. 

Lighting Analysis 

How do I ... 
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 ... determine the Daylight Factor at a point in the model ?  
 ... determine the Daylight Factor for a planar surface ?  
 ... determine the Vertical Sky Component (VSC) for a window ?  
 ... calculate light levels over the current analysis grid ?  
 ... work out the average daylight factor for a space ?  
 ... do a full 3D lighting analysis of a space ?  

RADIANCE Analysis 

How do I ... 

 ... generate a RADIANCE image from my model ?  
 ... display illuminance levels on surfaces in a RADIANCE image ?  
 ... determine the unobstructed sky illuminance from my model ?  
 ... export the current analysis grid to RADIANCE ?  
 ... manually import the results of a RADIANCE analysis grid ?  
 ... convert imported RADIANCE point data into daylight factors ?  

Back to the top. 

Thermal Analysis 

Thermal Modelling Issues 

How do I ... 

 ... work out if a zone is thermal or not ?  
 ... add a shading devices to a non-thermal zone ?  
 ... check that a particular thermal zone is fully enclosed or not ?  
 ... add internal loads and set infiltration rates for each zone ?  
 ... control the parameters of an inter-zonal adjacency calculation ?  
 ... perform a quick adjacency calculation just to check my model for problems ?  
 ... determine if an inter-zonal adjacency warning is significant or not ?  
 ... control the amount of ventilation/infiltration at different times of the year ?  

Basic Thermal Analysis 

How do I ... 

 ... calculate internal temperatures on the hottest and coldest days ?  
 ... work out what is causing particular temperature changes ?  
 ... calculate how much heating/cooling is required to maintain comfort ?  
 ... calculate the amount of time a zone will be comfortable if it is not air-conditioned ?  
 ... calculate how often a zone spends at particular temperatures ?  
 ... display the effects of materials with different amounts of thermal mass ?  
 ... when in the year different types of heat gains/losses occur ?  

Advanced Thermal Analysis 

How do I ... 

 ... display the mean radiant temperatures in a space (spatial comfort) ?  
 ... export a model to EnergyPlus ?  
 ... export a model to ESP-r ?  
 ... export a model to HTB2 ?  

Back to the top. 
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Acoustic Analysis 

Acoustic Modelling Issues 

How do I ... 

 ... specify which objects to use as sources and reflectors ?  
 ... create or modify absorption coefficients from a product data sheet ?  
 ... recalculate the volume of a zone ?  

Acoustic Analysis 

How do I ... 

 ... calculate the statistical reverberation time of a zone ?  
 ... calculate overall reverberation times using random particles ?  
 ... calculate the reverberation time using existing acoustic particles ?  
 ... visualise the sound field homogeneity of a space using particles ?  
 ... work out the best angle for a particular reflector ?  
 ... interactively track particles as they reflect around a space ?  

Back to the top. 

Control Scripting 

How do I ... 

 ... load and run a script ?  
 ... abort a script half way through ?  
 ... find example scripts to see how things are done ?  
 ... find a particular script command if I am unsure ?  
 ... add or edit a command entry shortcut ?  

Back to the top.  
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Shadows Overview 

 

Complex shading systems  
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Shadows accumulated over a time range  

 

Shadows from specific objects only  

 

Sectional perspectives with sun patches  

 

Internal views with sun-patches  
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Self shading  

 

Site overshadowing 

Ecotect offers a wide range of shadow generation and display options. These range from a very analytical 
approach in the 3D Editor to more realistic projections in the OpenGL view.  

Wireframe Shadows 

Models in the 3D Editor canvas are usually shown as wireframe. Viewing shadows this way allows you to 
focus in on specific objects, use different colours for different parts of the model, or quickly see the location 
of sun-patches as they travel across the floor and up a wall, for example. However, this means that they 
provide an abstract analytical view so you need to spend a bit more time setting up the display to get exactly 
what you want. 

OpenGL Rendered Shadows 

Whilst the 3D Editor canvas allows for insightful and abstract shadow analysis, the OpenGL canvas in the 
Visualise Page allows for more realistic and interactive real-time shadow renderings.  

The images to the right show some of the shadow rendering options and effects that you can create in 
Ecotect.  

Related Topics: 

 Displaying Shadows  
 Shadow Display Options  
 Displaying Reflections  
 Shadows Over Time  
 Solar Rays  
 Changing the Date and Time  
 Changing the Location  

You may also be interested in the following associated topics: 

 Overshadowing  
 Shading Design  
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Displaying Shadows 
Ecotect includes a wide range of shadow analysis and display functions. To display shadows within the 
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current model, simply select the Shadows item in the Display menu. By default, shadows are displayed on 
the ground plane, however, you can choose to project shadows only onto specific surfaces by Tagging 
Shaded Objects. 

 

Transparency Effects 

When displaying shadows, Ecotect uses the shadow colour defined in the Modelling Tab of the User 
Preferences dialog. If the shadow passes through a material with a transparency of less that 100%, it 
moderates this colour by performing a linear interpolation between the shadow colour and the current 
background colour. For example, if the sun passes through an object that is only 20% transparent, the 
resulting shadow colour will be much closer in appearance to the background colour than the defined 
shadow colour. 

 

Left to right: 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% transparency. 

Refractive Effects 

The refractive effects of glass are also taken into account when determining shadow colour though window 
objects. The refractive index is given in the Material Properties dialog for each glazing material. This simply 
means that the transparency of glass varies with the angle of incidence of the sunlight passing through it. 
This is mainly due to the increased reflectance at angles approaching grazing incidence, the effects of which 
can be seen in the diagram below only really at very high sun altitudes. 
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Left to right: High, Mid, and Low-Altitude Sun.  

Shadow Colours and Additional Overshadowing 

Instead of the default shadow colour, each zone in the model can be assigned a highlighted shadow and 
reflection colour. This makes it possible to discern the effects of individual buildings from within a cluster, 
for example. It also makes possible the analysis of additional overshadowing, the additional shadows cast by 
a new building over and above what was originally there. The highlighted shadow colour can be set in the 
Zone Management dialog. 

 

Coloured Shadow Display 

 

Additional Overshadowing by Reverse Sorting Shadows 

Because all shadows in Ecotect are sorted by transparency and colour prior to being displayed, you can 
choose which shadows get drawn last by assigning them brighter colours. You can also reverse the sorting 
procedure at any time to display the opposite effect. See the Shadow Options topic for more information. 
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Changing the Date and Time 
You can change the current date and time for shadow calculations using the Date-Time Toolbar at the top 
of the main application window. 
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Specifying a Date and Time 

 

You can specify a time and date by simply typing in a value and hitting the Enter key. You can also use the 
spin buttons alongside each text box, the mouse wheel or the Page Up/Page Down keys when either the 
time or date edit boxes have the focus. No mater what the method, the shadow display will automatically 
update when either value changes. For more information on date and time formats, see the Data Entry topic. 

If you hold down the Control key, the incremental value in each box will change to 1 minute or 1 day 
instead of 15 minutes or 7 days. Holding the Shift key changes the incremental values to 1 hour or 1 
month.  

If you press Ctrl+Home in the time edit box it will jump to sunrise whereas Ctrl+End will jump to sunset. 
In the date box these keys will jump to 1st of January or the 31st December. 

Interactively Dragging the Sun 

When both shadows and the 3D sun-path are displayed (see Shadow Display Options), you can actually drag 
the sun position with the mouse, changing the time and date. 

Change Time  

To change the time, simply move the mouse over the current sun position until the move cursor is visible, 
then click and drag it to the desired time. When you release, the sun will move and the shadows will update. 
If you hold down the Control key while dragging, the Sun position and shadows will be interactively 
updated as you drag. 

 

Change Date 

To change the date, begin dragging the solar time, and then press the Shift key to display the date line at 
that time. This is displayed as a red figure 8 shape, which is simply the path of the sun at different times of 
the year at the selected time. Dragging towards the top of the red lines selects a date in summer whilst the 
bottom moves towards winter.  
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Setting Location & Orientation 
The location and orientation of the model or its site is important for many calculations in Ecotect. This 
information can be set in the Project page, or you can choose to change your location to match a weather 
data file loading using the  button in the Date-Time toolbar. 

 

The location requires three values: a latitude, longitude and a time-zone value. You can see what the current 
values of these item are for any model in the right-hand side of the toolbar.  

 

The latitude and longitude are both given in degrees whilst the time-zone is selected from a list (giving the 
number of hours before or after GMT), which is then converted into a reference longitude. The difference 
between local and solar times reflect the difference between the actual and reference longitude. 

 

You can change the orientation of the model by simply changing the value in the North Offset field of in the 
Project page. This is given in decimal degrees in a clockwise direction from north and its effect is 
principally to rotate the sun-path, as shown below. 

 

North = Y Axis 
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North = 60° from Y Axis 
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Shadow Display Options 
Shadow display options can be set using either the Shadow Options submenu in the Display menu or the 
items at the top of the Shadow Settings panel.  

 

Shadow Settings 
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Main Menu 

As shadows and reflections are an important aspect of building design, Ecotect provides a range of options 
for controlling their display. Some of these options may at first seem unnecessary or obscure, however its 
worth spending a little time experimenting with them as they may prove quite useful on a future project. 

Display 3D Sun-Path 

Displays the sun-path for the current day as a dotted line running across the model. When this is displayed, 
you can click and drag the sun sun with the mouse. Hold down the Control key to update the shadow display 
in real time if your computer is fast enough. You can also use the Shift key to interactively change the 
current date. 

 

Display Annual Sun-Path 

Displays the path of the sun through the sky for the first day of each month of the year. The first six months 
(Jan-Jun) are shown as solid blue whilst the second six months (Jul-Dec) are shown as a dotted line. Each 
hour of the day is shown as a figure 8 due to the analemma effect. 

 

Show Building Footprint in Plan 

When selected and in plan view, shadows are not projected over the floor planes of building zones. This is 
useful when you want to look only at exterior overshadowing and clearly highlight where buildings are. It 
should be reiterated that this is only displayed in PLAN view. 
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Footprints NOT Shown 

 

Footprints Shown in Plan 

Show all Shadows as Outlines 

This displays only the outline of shadow polygons instead of displaying them as filled blocks in the current 
shadow colour. 

 

Show Outlines on Ground 

When shadows are being cast on only a few objects, this item causes the outline of shadows to still be 
displayed on the ground. This can be useful to show what is happening if you can't yet see shadows on 
tagged objects. 

 

Reverse Sorting Procedure  
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This is a very important feature as it allows you to reverse-sort shadows. This may sound an obscure thing to 
want to do, however, if you are looking to display the additional overshadowing due to a new building, then 
this is the feature for you. To make full use of this, you should refer to the Shadow Display help topic. 

 

Normal Sorting 

 

Reverse Sorting 

Hidden Zones Cast Shadows 

When selected, zones that are currently hidden will still cast shadows, which will be displayed on objects 
tagged as shaded. This does not apply to zones that are off, just those temporarily hidden to simplify the 
current display. 

Hidden Zones Receive Shadows 

When selected, zones that are currently hidden can still receive shadows, if it contains objects tagged as 
shaded. This does not apply to zones that are off, just those temporarily hidden to simplify the current 
display. 

Display Reflection Obstructions 

The display of solar reflections can get quite complex, and sometimes quite frustrating when you can't see a 
reflection patch but really think it should be there. After extensive experience with this, Ecotect simply 
projects reflection patches onto objects tagged as shaded regardless of whether the reflection would have to 
pass though a solid object in order to get there (it is intended as an analysis tool, not a photo-realistic 
renderer). Select this item to have Ecotect include the effect of intervening obstructions when displaying 
reflections. 

The images below clearly illustrate this option. By default, the effect of the fence object is ignored and the 
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reflections simply projected onto the ground. If you switch this option on, the effect of the fence is 
determined before the reflections are projected. 

 

Ignoring Obstructions 

 

Considering Obstruction 

Show Reflections Only  

Allows you to turn off shadows in order to concentrate only on reflection patches. 

Show Shadows Only  

Allows you to turn off reflections in order to concentrate only on shadows and sun patches. 

Daylight Saving Time 

Increments local time by one hour to account for daylight savings. This is a manual switch that does not 
automatically determine if a location is on or off daylight saving. 
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Shaded Objects 
Whilst you can display realistic shadows on all surfaces in the Visualise page, shadows in the 3D Editor 
page are displayed by default on the ground plane. However, you can tag any number of planar objects in 
the model as shaded surfaces. This means that shadows will only be projected on to those objects. It is not 
usually a good idea to simply select everything and tag them all as shaded surfaces as you will probably end 
up with a confusing set of overlays. Instead, be selective with what you cast onto as there are usually only a 
small number of planes that you are interested in at any one time anyway, and it will greatly speed up 
regeneration times.  
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Default setting, shadows cast on ground. 

 

Objects tagged as shaded, thus restricting shadows to being cast on those objects only.  

Often the most important analysis function is actually to look at internal sun penetration. This is why models 
in the 3D Editor canvas are shown in 3D wireframe. By simply tagging the floor and a couple of walls, even 
in a very complex building, you can quickly display exactly what you are after. 

Tagging Objects  

Objects can be tagged as shaded in the Shadow Settings panel for the entire selection set or individually for 
each object in the Selection Information panel. 

 

Selecting the Shaded button displays the Tag Item menu shown below. This allows you to add and remove 
tags as well as selecting all items already tagged within the model so you can work with them collectively. 

 

Using the Main Menu 

You can also tag an object as a reflector using the main menu. Simply select the object(s) you wish to tag in 
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the 3D Editor page and then choose the Assign Object As > Solar Reflector item in the Modify 
menu. 
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Displaying Reflections 

Solar reflections off tagged objects. 

If an object is tagged as a solar reflector, Ecotect will also generate a reflection patch when displaying 
shadows. The reflection patch is projected in the direction of the object's surface normal, if the Sun is on the 
same side. 

The relative strength of the reflection is a function of both the surface specularity and transparency of the 
assigned primary material. Specularity measures the mirror-like quality of the surface. A specularity of 1.0 
means the material is a perfect mirror, whereas 0.5 means only one half of the light is reflected specularly, 
the rest being diffused. 

Reflection and Transparency 

When light strikes the surface of an object, some portion of it may be transmitted, some absorbed and the 
rest reflected. Thus the transparency of a material will affect the amount of light reflected. A completely 
transparent object will not cast a reflection even if it is tagged. 

The image below shows the effect of varying transparency on the reflected sun-patch. 

 

The effect of transparency on reflections. 

Reflection Colours 

Each zone in the model can be assigned a reflection colour as well as a shadow. Any objects in the zone, 
tagged as a solar reflector, will project a reflection in the assigned colour. The highlighted reflection colour 
can be set in the Zone Management dialog.
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Considering Obstructions 

The display of solar reflections can get quite complex, and sometimes quite frustrating when you can't see a 
reflection patch but really think it should be there. For this reason, and the fact that it is very easy to account 
to for obstructions in the visual interpretation of results, Ecotect simply projects reflection patches onto 
objects tagged as shaded regardless of whether the reflection would have had to pass though a solid object in 
order to get there. It is, however, possible to make Ecotect consider such obstructions by toggling the Draw 
Reflection Obstructions item in the Shadow Options menu or the Reflection Obstructions item 
in the Shadow Settings panel.  

The images below clearly illustrate the effect of this option. By default, the effect of the fence object is 
ignored and the reflections are simply projected onto the ground. If you switch this option on, the effect of 
the fence is determined before the reflections are projected. 

 

Ignoring Obstructions 

 

Considering Obstruction 

Reflection Limitations 

It should be noted that this version of Ecotect does not test for the obscuration of the reflecting object by 
other objects in the scene. This is clearly illustrated below, where the interposing wall appears to affect the 
reflection patch, but should really obscure the entire window resulting in no reflection patch at all.  

 

If an object is tagged as a solar reflector, it will generate a reflection. A new way of projecting reflections is 
currently being developed, however it requires a lot more testing and therefore did not make it into this 
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release. 
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Tagging Solar Reflectors 

Solar reflections off tagged objects. 

In order to project a reflection patch, an object must be tagged as a solar reflector. Any object can be tagged, 
however the strength of the reflection is a function of its material specularity and transparency. The direction 
of the reflection is a function of the object's surface normal. To project a reflection, the sun must be on the 
same side as this normal. 

Objects can be set as reflectors in the Shadow Settings panel for the entire selection set, using the button 
shown below, or individually for each object in the Selection Information panel. 

 

Selecting the Reflector button displays the Tag Item menu shown below. This allows you to add and 
remove tags as well as selecting all items already tagged within the model so you can work with them 
collectively. 

 

By default, reflections are cast onto the ground. Just like shadows, however, if one or more objects are 
tagged as shaded, reflections will be cast onto these instead. 

Using the Main Menu 

You can also tag an object as a reflector using the main menu. Simply select the object(s) you wish to tag in 
the 3D Editor page and then choose the Assign Object As > Solar Reflector item in the Modify 
menu. 

© Copyright 2008 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Shadow Range 
A shadow range refers to the display of shadows over a range of times on a given day. This display is also 
commonly referred to as a butterfly diagram. You can invoke this display using the Shading and Shadows 
> Display Shadow Range item in the Calculate menu or by clicking the Display Shadow Range button 
in the Shadow Settings panel. You must use the controls in the Shadow Settings panel to set the start and 
end times and the interval value. 

  

  

Sun Patch Ranges 

It is also possible to display the range for a sun-patch from a particular window. To do this: 

1. Model a simple room as normal with a window and several walls.  
2. Display shadows and then select the Selected Objects Only option in the Shadow Settings 

Panel.  
3. Select the window that you want to see the sun patch range for.  
4. Then turn Click the Shadow Range Button again in the Shadow Settings Panel with the preferred 

time range etc. This will give you the entire sun patch range for that window on the ground plane, 
including that which would theoretically be possible if the walls of your room were not there, as 
shown below. 
 

 
 
To show what would really happen with the sun patch moving up the walls either side of the 
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window...  
5. Select the floor, and two / three walls of your room that are likely to receive a sun patch.  
6. Go to the Tag Object(s) As section of the Shadow Settings Panel and choose the Shaded 

button, to tag the selected objects as shaded - they will be the only objects to receive shadows.  
7. Re-select the window from which the sun patch range should be projects and you should see 

something similar to the image below, which shows the sun patch moving up one wall late in the day.
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Solar Rays 
In addition to simply projecting shadows, you can use objects tagged as solar reflectors to generate solar 
rays into your model. Rays are traced from the current sun position, starting at the tagged object and into the 
model. Each ray is only drawn if it hits an object in the scene. 

  

  

You can invoke solar rays using the Shading and Shadows > Display Solar Rays item in the Calculate 
menu or by clicking the Display Shadow Rays button in the Shadow Settings panel. This group of 
controls can also be used to set the density of rays and the number of inter-reflections to trace.  
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Solar rays are available in both the 3D Editor and the Visualise pages and will automatically update 
whenever you change the date and time.  
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What is a Sun-Path Diagram ? 
Sun-path diagrams are a convenient way of representing the annual changes in the path of the Sun through 
the sky on a single 2D diagram. They provide a unique summary of solar position that the designer can refer 
to when considering shading requirements and design options. You can display sun-path diagrams in Ecotect 
within the Sun-Path Diagram dialog, invoked by selecting the Sun-Path Diagram... item in the Calculate 
menu. 

There are several projection methods available, however they fall into two categories; Polar and 
Cylindrical. For more details on the available projections in Ecotect, see the Sun-Path Diagram topic. 

Polar Diagrams 

In form, polar sun-path diagrams can be likened to a photograph of the sky with a 180° fish eye lens, taken 
looking straight up towards the zenith. The paths of the sun at different times of the year can then be 
projected onto this flattened hemisphere for the current location. 

The position of the Sun in the sky at any time of the day on any day of the year can therefore be read 
directly. The animation below details the process required to find the position of the Sun at 9:00am on the 
1st of April in Perth, Western Australia. If the animation stops, simply hit the Refresh or Reload button 
in your browser/help viewer.  

 

Azimuth Lines: 

Azimuth angles run around the edge of the diagram in 15° increments. A point's azimuth from the reference 
position is measured in a clockwise direction from True North on the horizontal plane. True North on the 
stereographic diagram is the positive Y axis (straight up) and is marked with an N. 
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Altitude Lines: 

Altitude angles are represented as concentric circular dotted lines that run from the centre of the diagram 
out, in 10° increments from 90 to 0. A point's altitude from the reference position is measured from the 
horizontal plane up. 

Date Lines: 

Date lines represent the path of the sun through the sky on one particular day of the year. They start on the 
eastern side of the graph and run to the western side. There are twelve of these lines shown, for the 1st day 
of each month. The first six months are shown as solid lines (Jan-Jun) whilst the last six months are shown 
as dotted (Jul-Dec), to allow a clear distinction even though the path of the Sun is cyclical. 

Hour Lines: 

Hour lines represent the position of the sun at a specific hour of the day, throughout the year. They are 
shown as figure-8 type lines (Analemma) that intersect the date lines. The intersection points between date 
and hour lines gives the position of the sun. Half of each hour line is shown as dotted, to indicate that this is 
during the latter six months of the year. 

Cylindrical Diagrams 

A cylindrical sun-path diagram is simply a 2D graph of the Sun position in cartesian coordinates. The 
azimuth is plotted along the horizontal axis whilst the altitude is plotted vertically. Reading off positions is 
simply a matter of reading off the two axis.  
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Moving the Focus Point 
Whenever you move the focus of the sun-path diagram, it will automatically update itself. This will occur 
whether you transform an object or simply select a new one. You can only display the overshadowing for a 
single object at a time, with the focus point becoming the geometric centre of the currently selected object. 
If the object is a closed planar surface that is exposed to solar radiation, and Inter-Zonal Adjacencies have 
been calculated, the Overshadowing Mask for that object will be displayed.
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The Sun-Path Diagram dialog is a non-modal dialog, so you can still interact with the main application 
window while it is visible. This means that you can select objects and manipulate the model. For more 
information, see the Object Selection and Modifying Objects topics. 
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Reflections and Glare 

 

Solar reflections in Sun-path diagram. 

 

Solar reflections off tagged objects. 

It is possible to calculate and display the effects of reflections in the same way as shadows. This can be done 
in both the 3D view of the model as well as in a Sun-path Diagram dialog.  

To do this, first select the object(s) you wish to see reflections from and then tag them as reflectors.  

Sun-Path Diagram Display  

The great benefit of viewing reflections in a Sun-Path Diagram is that it gives in the one image the entire 
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annual potential for reflections at the selected focus point.  

Thus, you can literally read off the dates and times that the point will be in the path of a reflection by tracing 
the path of the Sun, given in the blue lines on the graph.  

Glare Calculations  

You can use Ecotect to calculate when glare might occur, but it does not yet calculate glare values directly. 
However you can export your model to the freely available RADIANCE Lighting Simulation Software for 
very accurate and detailed glare analysis.  
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Shading Masks 
To understand shading masks, you should first understand what a sun-path diagram actually is and also the 
concept of the solar horizon. 

  

Displaying the overshadowing for a single point is relatively straightforward as, at any particular time, the 
point is either in shadow or not. For a surface, however, it is more complex as the actual amount of the 
surface in shade will vary with time. Some times it may be fully shaded and at others only partially shaded. 

To display this, Ecotect can generate overshadowing masks. These basically represent a matrix of azimuth 
and altitude angles at which the percentage shading for a surface has been determined. During Inter-Zonal 
Adjacency calculations, a 10° x 10° overshadowing table is generated for each exposed surface on a thermal 
zone, with 36 azimuth and 9 altitude angles. You can also generate more detailed tables for selected objects 
in the Sun-Path Diagram dialog, as shown to the right.  

For numerical analysis, the sky dome is divided into discrete segments and with shading values stored for 
each individual cell. In Ecotect, a simple latitude/longitude method is used in which the sky is divided into 
vertical segment (altitude angles) and radial slices (azimuth lines).
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You can display any object's overshadowing mask after an inter-zonal calculation by simply selecting it 
when the Sun-Path Diagram is visible. It should be noted, however, that as soon as you change any 
geometry in the model the existing overshadowing tables become invalid and require regeneration. 

No Mask Available 

 

Sun-path diagram 

If the resulting overshadowing for an object is displayed as in solid blocks, as shown in the image to the 
right, then the selected object is either not exposed to solar radiation, is not a closed planar surface, the 
shading tables have become invalid, or the inter-zonal adjacency calculations have not yet been calculated or 
loaded (refer to the Sun-Path Diagram dialog for information on manually loading tables from a previous 
session). 

The actual diagram is simply a projection of surrounding objects onto the shading hemisphere, as shown 
beneath the sun-path diagram.  

 

3D geometry showing how a sun-path 
diagram is generated 

Given that the diagram automatically updates when you move the focus point or select another object, such a 
view make the overshadowing analysis of even the largest site and extremely simple and intuitive process. 

© Copyright 2008 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Solar Horizon  

An example solar window 

An example solar window. 

In Ecotect, and many CAD programs, it is possible to generate shadows at any time of the year, falling either 
on the ground or other objects in the model. Projections such as these can provide a great deal of 
information, and are often required for council approval. However, as they show shadow effects at only a 
single point in time, their use as a design and analysis tool often involves a great deal of trial and error. This 
can take enormous amounts of effort, especially adjusting sun positions and re-rendering images. 

Another way to visualise overshadowing is to plot shadows on a Sun-Path Diagram. If you imagine that you 
are lying down on the ground at some point on the site, looking up at the zenith of the sky. If you took a 
photograph with a fish-eye lens, you would see that some parts of the sky dome are fully visible whilst some 
are obscured by surrounding buildings, trees and other obstructions. Thus, when the Sun is in the obstructed 
parts of the sky, the point where you are lying down must be in shadow.  

In most situations you will be able to clearly see the sky direct overhead, but not the distant horizon. These 
areas of obstructed sky near the horizontal define what is known as a solar horizon which runs around the 
sky dome. 

Projecting Overshadowing 

Imagine a hemisphere surrounding some point - which we are going to call the Focus Point . Areas of Sun 
blockage are determined by projecting lines out from this point to each vertex on the silhouettes of 
surrounding objects, intersecting this imaginary hemisphere. Any area of shadow in the resulting diagram 
represents an area of shading, where an object would block light from the Sun when it is behind it. The sun-
path diagram includes the path of the sun at various times of the year, so the full extent of overshadowing 
throughout the whole year is quickly apparent. 
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A Simple Example  

Imaging a point somewhere within the cluster of buildings shown in the first diagram below. If we generate 
a solar horizon, and project that onto a sun-path diagram, we get the following: 

 

Diagram showing location of focus point. 

 

Stereographic sun-path diagram at focus point.
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Orthographic sun-path diagram at focus point. 

The last two diagrams clearly show that, in mid-summer, the point receives direct sunlight only from 
10:00am to 2:15pm. At the equinox, it is in direct sunlight from 7:30am to 5:00pm. In mid-winter from 
sunrise to 8:10am, again from 11:30am to 2:00pm, and then sporadically in the afternoon through the trees. 
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Incident Solar Radiation 
Incident solar radiation, also termed insolation, refers to the wide spectrum radiant energy from the Sun 
which strikes an object or surface within the Ecotect model. This includes both a direct component from the 
Sun itself (sunshine) and a diffuse component from the visible sky (skylight). Depending on the settings you 
choose, it can also contain a reflected component from other surfaces in the model and the ground.  

All components are calculated directly from the geometry of the model as well as from hourly direct and 
diffuse solar radiation values in the currently loaded weather data file.  

In the Ecotect weather data file format, the direct component (Edirect) is given as a value in W/m² and is 

measured on a surface directly facing the Sun. As the Sun moves through the sky, this measurement surface 
tracks it so that the direction of incident radiation is always normal (straight on) to it.  

The diffuse component (Ediffuse) is also given in W/m² and is taken as the energy available from the entire 

sky dome, minus the direct radiation value, as measured on a flat horizontal surface. Once this value is 
known, it can be moderated by the tilt angle of each surface in the model. For example a vertical surface, no 
matter which way it faces, will only ever see at best one half of the sky dome - meaning that will only ever 
receive half of the available diffuse component. A horizontal surface that faces upwards, however, will see it 
all.  

 

These two values may seem incongruous, however they are the most useful metrics for both solar and 
thermal analysis algorithms and are relatively easy to measure or derive directly from standard measured 
data. 
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Available Radiation 

In most cases, Ecotect displays the hourly beam normal and diffuse horizontal radiation values separately. 
However, where total radiation is given as a single value, it is termed Available Solar Radiation and is 
simply the sum of the beam normal and diffuse horizontal components, and represents the maximum solar 
energy available at any particular time.  

Obviously, as no single surface can be simultaneously horizontal and normal to the direct radiation at all 
times, this value is not meant to represent the maximum amount of radiation that can fall on any specific 
surface. Instead, the intent is simply to indicate the total amount of instantaneous solar radiation available 
from the sky. 

Incident Radiation 

It is important to note that insolation refers only to the amount of energy actually falling on a surface, which 
is not affected in any way by the surface properties of materials or by any internal refractive effects. 
Material properties only affect the amount of solar radiation absorbed and/or transmitted by a surface, which 
are discussed later in this topic.  

Insolation (Eincident) is therefore affected only by the angle of incidence of the radiation (A), the fraction of 

the surface currently in shadow from other surrounding geometry (Fshad), the fraction of the diffuse sky 

actually visible from the surface (Fsky) and, if a surface is partially adjacent to another zone, the area of 
surface actually exposed to solar radiation (ExposedArea). These factors affect the beam normal (Ebeam) and 

diffuse sky (Ediffuse) radiation differently, such that:  

Eincident = [(Ebeam x cos(A) x Fshad) + (Ediffuse x Fsky)] x ExposedArea
 

Angle of Incidence 

When radiation from the Sun strikes the surface of an object from directly front-on, the energy density per 
unit area will be much higher than if the radiation struck from a much greater angle. This effect can be 
calculated using the cos law, where the radiant energy from the Sun is multiplied by the cosine of the 
incidence angle. 

The incidence angle is always calculated relative to the surface normal of each plane. Radiant energy density 
is at its maximum at normal incidence when the incidence angle approaches zero. It is at its minimum at 
grazing incidence when the incidence angle approaches 90°.  

 

In the examples shown above, when the radiation strikes at 75° it imparts only 26% of its energy to the 
surface. At 15° it imparts 96% of its energy. Obviously at 0° it would impart 100% and at 90° it would 
impart 0° as it no longer actually strikes the surface. 

External Shading 

External shading in Ecotect is calculated using shading masks. A shading mask simply stores the percentage 
in shade any surface is at a range of sky angles. Obviously for a single point it is either in shade or it isn't. 
However for a large surface there can be times that it is only partially in shade, which requires a complex 
array of values for different angles. You can display shading masks such as the one shown below for any 
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object in the model using the Sun-Path Diagram... item in the Calculate menu. 

 

The mask is used in the calculation of both diffuse (described below) and beam components. For the beam 
component, the position of the Sun is first calculated at the required date and time. This gives an azimuth 
and altitude value which can be used to locate a specific cell in the mask which stores the percentage of the 
object that is in shade from that angle. From this shading percentage an exposure value is calculated from (1 
- PercentageInShade), which is then multiplied by the beam component. 

The generation of a shading mask requires that the sky be broken into a 'grid' of angular segments. There are
many ways of doing this, however Ecotect uses a very simple method based on user-defined azimuth and 
altitude angles. This obviously biases the accuracy at the zenith of the sky dome when compared to the 
horizon as each segment is much smaller in that area, however that is exactly why this method is used rather 
than an equal solid angle method. First it is much quicker to calculate the exact array index given any solar 
position (as this is done many tens of thousands of times during a calculation, such a consideration is very 
important), and second it is more accurate when considering the effects of shading devices above vertical 
windows - which form by far the majority of shading design issues. However even at 10° angular 
increments, this method is still more accurate at the horizon than nearly all other equal-angle division 
methods. 

Visible Sky 

The amount of diffuse solar radiation falling on a surface will depend on the amount of sky visible from it. 
Under unobstructed conditions, a horizontal surface will be able to 'see' the entire sky dome, whilst a vertical 
surface will only be able to 'see' half the sky dome - as shown in the image immediately below. Thus, the 
area of visible will depend upon the tilt angle (or the altitude of the normal) of the surface. 

 

If a shading mask is available, the amount of sky actually visible can be calculated in much more detail. As 
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each segment of the mask stores the percentage of the surface in shade from that angle, then summing up the 
exposure (1 - PercentageInShade) for each square should give the total visible sky. 

 

As the distribution of diffuse light over the sky dome can vary very quickly as clouds gather and disperse, it 
is not possible to accurately model over any period exactly where in the sky the majority of radiation is 
coming from - thus Ecotect assumes a uniform distribution of diffuse radiant energy. Thus, to calculate the 
diffuse factor, the area-weighted (or in this case solid angle) exposure value over the entire sky dome is 
used. 

It is hoped that a method for grading this value between a uniform and overcast sky based on cloudiness data 
will be implemented in later versions, however this too is likely to be no more accurate over time as true 
conditions are rarely anywhere near these two ideal states. 

Absorbed and Transmitted Radiation 

Once the amount of insolation has been calculated for a surface, it is possible to calculate how much of that 
radiation has been absorbed or transmitted through. These values depend on the material properties assigned 
to the surface. This is, of course, where things get complex because there are no strictly defined meanings 
for the different properties and they often inter-relate. 

Absorbed solar radiation (Wabsorbed) is affected by the solar absorption assigned to an opaque material 

(Fabs) and its transparency value (Ftrans - discussed below). The transmitted component is affected again by 

the transparency of the material (Ftrans) as well as for windows, the shading coefficient (SC - again 

discussed below) and the effects of refraction (Frefract) , such that: 

Wabsorbed = Wincident x (1 - Ftrans) x Fabs

 

For WINDOWS: 

Wtransmitted = Wincident x Ftrans x SC x Frefract

 

For WALLS, FLOORS, ROOFS, etc: 

Wtransmitted = Wincident x Ftrans

 

The basic properties that affect absorption and transmission can be set in the Element Properties dialog for 
each material in the library, and are as follows: 

Solar Absorption and Colour 

The amount of solar radiation that is absorbed by any surface is basically all that which isn't reflected or 
transmitted. For an opaque surface, its reflectivity is really a function of colour. A highly gloss surface will 
reflect just as much solar radiation as a matte surface if their colours are exactly the same - its just that the 
matte surface will reflect diffusely in all different directions. The specularity value of a material is not 
important unless considering the amount of radiation reflected from that surface onto other surfaces.
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In reality, colours are defined by a complex continuous spectrum in which some frequencies are absorbed 
more than others. However, colour specification in computer software is mostly done using only red, green 
and blue (RGB) components. Whilst these three values are sufficient for our eyes to perceive almost any 
colour, the relative energy value of solar radiation varies significantly with frequency (discussed below). 
Additionally, solar radiation comprises frequencies both above and below the frequency range we perceive 
as light. 

Therefore colour alone is not sufficient to fully define this property so Ecotect allows you to assign opaque 
materials a Solar Absorption parameter with a value between zero and one. However, most people usually 
only know the colour of the material they are creating, so Ecotect also monitors changes to each material's 
external colour and offers to calculate an updated solar radiation based on the new setting. Obviously this is 
not as accurate as entering the solar absorption value obtained from the manufacturer, however if you use a 
darker colour, this will affect the amount of solar absorption so you will be prompted to update.  

For opaque materials, Ecotect simply uses the solar absorption value as a modifier for the incident radiation. 
For WINDOW materials, which do not have such a property, the absorption value is derived from the 
assigned external glass colour and is applied to that radiation which is not reflected or transmitted. 

It gets a little trickier for transparent materials that are not WINDOW elements. As transparency is defined 
as the relative amount of light/radiation actually passing through an object, Ecotect assumes that this is 
given by the manufacturer as relative to the amount of incident radiation (as this is the easiest and most 
obvious to measure). Thus, if a material is assigned a transparency of 0.5, then 50% of the incident radiation 
passes through. This means that the assigned solar absorption value cannot be greater than (1 - 
transparency), otherwise a warning is displayed. 

Transparency and Shading Coefficient 

Another issue is the ability to define both a transparency and shading coefficient value for a WINDOW 
material. Traditionally the shading coefficient is to solar radiation what the transparency value is to light. On
difference is that the shading coefficient can also be used to account for the effects of external shading, but 
not usually in a dynamic way. However, to maintain consistency between WINDOW and other elements, 
both values affect the transmission of light through windows. In fact, both are completely inter-changeable 
and cumulative. Thus, if you specify both a transparency and shading coefficient of 0.5, the total 
transmission will actually be 25% (0.5 x 0.5 = 0.25). 

There were a number of reasons for doing this. The first was that users were altering WINDOW 
transparency values and not seeing any change in the solar radiation - which caused much confusion to those
new to the software. Second was the need to maintain consistency - if transparency affects solar absorption 
in a WALL or ROOF element, then it should also affect transmission in a WINDOW element. Thirdly, as 
they are cumulative, having the two values offers a way of applying dynamic shading to a window by using 
a blanket coefficients derived from a more complex shading mask study. Alternatively, the transparency of 
the WINDOW material could be manipulated with a script to simulate dynamic shading without losing the 
shading coefficient data for that particular glazing configuration. 

Refractive Index 

Refraction is an effect that occurs at the interface between transparent materials of different densities, such 
as air and glass. The bending of light and solar radiation that results from refraction is due to the longer time 
it takes the waves to move through the denser of the two materials. It is dependent on two factors: the 
incident angle and the refractive index of each material. The main effect of refraction is to significantly 
increase the effective surface reflectivity at angles close to grazing incidence. 

The refractive index property applies only to WINDOW materials (and the transparent covers of SOLAR 
COLLECTORS). The higher its value, the greater the effect. Ecotect ignores values less than 1.0 as this 
represents an air-to-air interface at which there is no refraction. See the Behaviour of Light page for more 
details and examples of the range of values. 

It is important to note that this effect is very different from the reflectivity of a shiny opaque surface. For 
opaque surfaces, shininess is a manifestation of the degree of specularity - which in turn means how much of 
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the reflected light travels in a specular direction (exitAngle = -entryAngle when measured about the surface 
normal). Reflectivity actually depends only on the colour of the surface. Two surfaces with exactly the same 
colour, but one matte and the other gloss, will reflect exactly the same amount of light - its just that the 
matte surface reflects it diffusely in all different directions. 

General Information on Solar Radiation 

At an average distance of 150 million kilometres from the Sun, the outer atmosphere of the Earth receives 
approximately 1353 W/m² of incident solar radiation (NASA, 1971). This varies by around +/-2% due to 
fluctuations in emissions from the Sun itself as well as around +/-3.5% due to seasonal variations in distance 
and solar altitude. The amount of incident solar radiation that actually reaches on the Earth's surface can be 
as high as 1000 W/m² on a clear sunny day in summer. In terms of potential heat gains, this is equivalent to 
the output of an electric bar radiator for every square metre of window area exposed to direct sunlight.  

 

The illustration above clearly shows that the majority of solar radiation occurs between the short-wave infra-
red and ultra-violet portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Ultra-violet (UV) radiation makes up a very 
small part of the total energy content of insolation, roughly 8%- 9%. The visible range, with a wavelength of 
0.35mm to 0.78mm, represents only 46%-47% of the total energy received from the sun. The final 45% of 
the sun's total energy is in the short-wave infrared range of 0.78mm to 5mm.  

There is some long-wave component of infra-red, however large bands of this are absorbed by gasses and 
particles within the atmosphere. Most of the lower part of this spectrum is actually terrestrial radiation, 
filling out the long-wave infrared range spanning from 3 to 75mm. This is basically the heat radiating from 
the surfaces of materials that have been warmed by the sun. 
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Solar Radiation 
In Ecotect it is possible to calculate the precise amount of solar radiation incident on any surface in the 
model. This can be displayed as either instantaneous hourly values or as daily and monthly totals. This 
information has a wide range of applications, from determining the impact of a proposed building on solar 
access rights, to sizing and optimising photovoltaic panels. It is also fundamental to effective passive solar 
design. 
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Solar Exposure Graph. 

Solar Exposure 

Using hourly climate data and geometric analysis, the degree of solar exposure for any object in the model 
can be calculated, of any shape and at any angle. For information on the types of graphs that can be 
displayed in the Solar Exposure tab of the Analysis page, see the Graphs and Measures page. 

 

insolation values displayed on the Analysis Grid. 

Insolation Grid 

Insolation refers to Incident Solar Radiation and represents the amount of radiation incident on a point or 
surface over a specified period. First overshadowing masks are generated at each point due to surrounding 
buildings and objects, then hourly diffuse and direct radiation data is read directly from the climate data over 
a user-set period. 

 

Insolation values displayed on model geometry. 

Surface Insolation 

If there is no analysis grid, insolation values can be calculated for surfaces in the model. This makes it 
possible to view the distribution of incident radiation over complex facades or building shapes. The resulting 
values are stored in the attribute values of objects, which means that they can be displayed in both the 
Ecotect model canvas and in VRML scenes.
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PV sizing using Resource Collection and Consumption graphs. 

Photovoltaic Array Sizing 

Given the incident solar radiation on a solar collector, it is possible to estimate its likely energy production 
throughout the year. As you can also define appliances and equipment within the model, assigning them 
complex operational schedules, you can directly compare electricity consumption with electrical production 
on the same graph. This makes demand matching and the sizing of solar collectors much simpler operation. 
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Cumulative Insolation Analysis 

 

Insolation on a multi-storey apartment. 

 

Insolation data displayed as relative vectors on model.
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Insolation data on a complex curvilinear shape. 

In addition to Solar Exposure values for individual surfaces, it is possible to display the distribution and 
availability of solar radiation over an entire building or even a city block. This can be particularly useful 
when considering shading requirements or assessing the best areas to place photovoltaics for maximum 
collection. 

You can invoke this calculation using the Cumulative Insolation... Item in the Calculate Menu, which 
displays the Solar Access Analysis dialog. 

Insolation Information Display 

Once calculated, insolation values are shown as object attributes. You can display these in the model canvas 
as either text values, relative vectors from the centre of each tagged surface or as object colours. The colour 
option is best viewed in the OpenGL canvas in the Visualise page or as an exported VRML model. For 
information on setting these options, see the Display menu. 

In addition to simply displaying colours, you can also display relative vectors and text values over surfaces 
to more clearly convey results.  

Complex Shapes and Surfaces 

You can calculate the distribution of insolation values over any complex surface, if it is made up of triangles 
or smaller polygons. Ordinarily each surface has only one value calculated (taking into account partial 
shading). If you need a more discrete distribution, simply divide large flat surfaces into multiple smaller 
ones or replace the large surface with the results of a Surface Subdivision calculation. 
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Solar Exposure Graphs 
The solar exposure calculations offer a number of time-period and display options. You can set the 
calculation type in the Solar Exposure tab in the Analysis page . all graphs are accompanied by tabular data 
displayed in the text box immediately beneath. This tabular data is TAB separated so it can be copied and 
pasted directly into a spreadsheet program. 
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Single Day 

The first calculation option is to display hourly results for a single day. The graph displays the total amount 
of solar radiation available from the sky as well as the amounts incident on the selected surface, absorbed by 
the surface and transmitted through the surface if it is transparent. It also shows the amount of any reflected 
radiation off objects tagged as Solar Reflectors and the percentage the surface is in shade for each hour. 
Available radiation is basically the direct and diffuse components from the current climate data. The direct 
component is the beam radiation on a surface normal to the current sun position whilst the diffuse 
component represents the radiation from the entire sky dome falling on an unobstructed horizontal surface. 

 

All values are given in W/m2, except the shading value which is shown as a percentage. In the graph, hours 
of the day run horizontally with energy and shading in the vertical axis. Use the adjacent slider to drag select 
any day of the year for the analysis. 

The accompanying table displays the hourly data for the selected day. Values are only shown for sunlight 
hours. The AVAIL. column displays the total available radiation, whilst the REFLECT column displays any 
reflected radiation off other objects in the model tagged as a solar reflector. 

HOURLY SOLAR EXPOSURE 
Perth, Western Australia 
Object: 14 (5.8 m², Azi: -0.0°, Alt: 0.0°) 
Date: 20th May 
 
        AVAIL.    SUN    SOLAR REFLECT      INCIDENT        ABSORBED      TRANSMITTED 
HOUR    (W/m²)   ANGLE   SHADE  (W/m²)  (W/m²)     (W)  (W/m²)     (W)  (W/m²)     (W)
------ +------ +------ +------ +------ +------ ------- +------ ------- +------ -------
0800     375    59.3     50%       0     120     693      12      69      72     413
0900     787    51.8     33%       0     368    2119      40     231     222    1281
1000     842    45.3      8%       0     574    3305      66     379     349    2010
1100     898    40.5      0%       0     706    4064      82     474     431    2481
1200     954    38.3      0%       0     771    4441      90     520     471    2715
1300     919    39.2      0%       0     735    4231      86     494     449    2585
1400     885    42.9      0%       0     672    3872      78     450     409    2358
1500     851    48.8      0%       0     589    3390      67     388     356    2050
1600     486    55.9      0%       0     292    1681      32     186     174    1000
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------ +------ +------ +------ +------ +------ ------- +------ ------- +------ -------
TOTALS    6997                       0    4826   27796     554    3190    2933   16894

Average Daily Radiation 

This graph displays the average daily solar radiation available during each month of the year. 
Overshadowing and surface incidence are calculated for the 15th day of each month using averaged monthly 
solar radiation values (averaged from the actual hourly values over the full month).  

 

Months are displayed horizontally with hours of the day shown in the vertical axis. The colour of each cell 
represents the amount of radiation to be expected at a particular hour on an average day in each month. 

The accompanying table displays the monthly values as well as an annual total. This table is the same for all 
non-single-day graphs and display data in kilowatt hours. 

TOTAL MONTHLY SOLAR EXPOSURE 
Perth, Western Australia 
Object: 14 (5.8 m²) (Azi: -0.0°, Alt: 0.0°) 
 
         AVAIL.    AVG  REFLECT     INCIDENT    ABSORBED      TRANSMITTED 
MONTH  kWh/m²   SHADE  kWh/m²  kWh/m² TOT.kWh  kWh/m² TOT.kWh  kWh/m² TOT.kWh 
------ +------ +------ +------ +------ ------- +------ ------- +------ ------- 
Jan:   307.0     47%     0.0    77.6   447.2     3.9    22.3    42.3   243.5 
Feb:   272.1     30%     0.0    84.4   486.1     6.0    34.3    45.5   262.0 
Mar:   255.4     15%     0.0   118.4   682.2    10.6    61.0    68.4   394.2 
Apr:   193.2     16%     0.0   120.5   694.3    11.9    68.3    73.0   420.6 
May:   143.6     13%     0.0   108.6   625.7    10.6    61.1    67.2   387.0 
Jun:   121.4     11%     0.0    95.9   552.1     9.6    55.3    59.4   342.2 
Jul:   137.1     12%     0.0   105.7   608.7    10.5    60.4    65.4   376.9 
Aug:   153.2     15%     0.0   108.9   627.3    10.1    58.2    67.2   386.9 
Sep:   180.7     13%     0.0   108.7   626.0     9.1    52.7    65.6   378.0 
Oct:   236.2     23%     0.0   104.7   602.9     7.1    40.9    60.4   347.7 
Nov:   254.4     41%     0.0    88.8   511.7     4.6    26.3    50.5   290.6 
Dec:   271.1     52%     0.0    80.5   463.5     3.5    20.2    45.6   262.6 
------ +------ +------ +------ +------ ------- +------ ------- +------ ------- 
TOTALS  2525.4           0.0  1202.7  6927.7    97.4   561.0   710.5  4092.3 

Total Monthly Radiation 

In format, this graph is the same as the average daily graph but shows the total amount of solar radiation 
received during each hour of the day over the entire month. Overshadowing and incidence is calculated for 
every day of the year using actual hourly climate data, but only the total monthly values is displayed.
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In a complex model this calculation can take some time. 

Full Hourly Radiation 

This graph displays the actual hourly solar radiation received by a surface, clearly showing daily variations 
due to cloud cover. Days of the year are shown along the horizontal axis while hours of the day run 
vertically. Once again, this requires calculating overshadowing and incidence for each hour of the year 
which, in a complex model, can take some time. 
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Interpreting Results 
This topic looks at how to interpret the results of a solar exposure analysis. For more information on exactly 
what each value in the graph represents, see the Solar Exposure Fundamentals topic. For detailed 
information on the layout of the graphs themselves, see the Solar Exposure Graphs topic. 

Reading Hourly Graphs 

Imagine a 1m cube oriented such that each surface faces in one of the four cardinal directions, north, south, 
east and west. If we were to measure and graph the amount of incident solar radiation on each surface on a 
hot summer's day, and compare that to the total available radiation, we would get the following graphs. 
These are generated for Perth, Western Australia (latitude: -32.1°), using recorded hourly weather data 
(TRY 1974). 

Mid-Summer Sunny Day in Perth, Western Australia 
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Horizontal Surface 

 

North-facing surface 

 

South-facing surface  

 

East-facing surface 
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West-facing surface 

There are a number of interesting points contained within these graphs. 

1. In summer, much more radiation falls on the horizontal surface than on the north face. This is because 
the sun is much higher in the sky, so that the angle of incidence favours the horizontal surface.  

2. The incident radiation on the east face in the morning and the west face in the evening is much greater 
than that on the north face during the middle of the day.  

3. The south face peaks in the morning and in the evening. This is because the sun rises and sets slightly 
south of east and west, providing a small direct component at these times. The south face is generally 
a good indicator of the overall diffuse component.  

Compare this to the pattern of solar radiation in mid-winter. 

Mid-Winter Sunny Day in Perth, Western Australia 

 

Horizontal Surface 

 

North-facing surface 
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South-facing surface  

 

East-facing surface 

 

West-facing surface 

This is an interesting comparison as the following points are important. 

1. In winter, there is more incident radiation on the north face than on a horizontal surface. This is 
because the sun is much lower in the sky throughout the day, favouring the vertical surface.  

2. The incident radiation on the east face in the morning and the west face in the evening is still high, but 
not as high as that on the north face during the middle of the day.  

3. The south face receives no direct component, so is an even better indicator of the overall diffuse 
component.  

Annual Radiation Graphs 

We can display this same information over an entire year on the one graph. This plots hours of the day on 
the vertical axis against months of the year in the horizontal. The colour of each square is the monthly 
average solar radiation at that time of the day, yellow being the peak, blue being zero. This clearly shows the 
characteristic annual patterns of incident solar radiation at each orientation. 

Annual Solar Radiation Graphs for Perth Western Australia 
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Horizontal Surface 

 

North-facing surface 

 

South-facing surface  

 

East-facing surface 
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West-facing surface 

These graphs demonstrate the following: 

1. Peak incident solar radiation on an unshaded north-facing surface actually occurs in April. The sun is 
generally brighter in summer, however the incidence angles on a north wall are quite high. In winter 
the incidence angles are much less, however there is less solar radiation available.  

2. The peak radiation levels on the south wall occur late on summer evenings. However, their absolute 
value is relatively small.  

3. Peak radiation values on east and west walls occur between December and February. Their absolute 
value is significantly greater than that of the north wall. This is because the sun is almost normal to 
these faces early in the morning and late in the evening for most of summer - at which time the 
available solar radiation is greatest.  

4. The east and west peaks correspond to those on the horizontal surface.  
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Shading Device Design 
The design of shading devices is an important part of many buildings. There are many different ways to 
design shading in Ecotect. The first and probably least effective way is by simple trial-and-error, drawing a 
shade and checking its shadow pattern at different times of the year.  

The shading effect of any and all objects within a model can be quickly and easily displayed. Whenever an 
object is modified, its shading effect is quickly recalculated when the display is updated. Thus, by creating 
and modifying a set of individual shading planes, it is possible to effectively design a complex shading 
system in a very short space of time. 

  

View From Sun 

This function displays the model in an orthographic projection, as the Sun would 'see' it. This can be 
particularly useful when designing complex shading devices as you can manually edit shades so that they 
visibly line up with the objects you wish to shade.
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Interactive Shading Design  

Using the Sun-path diagram, you can project the shading on one object while interactively manipulating 
others in the model. This way you can quickly tailor a shading device to very specific time and date 
requirements, seeing the resulting shading update interactively as you create it.  

  

Cutting Solar Profiles 

In Ecotect you can use the path of the Sun through the sky to 'carve' lines in other objects in the model. You 
can do this over a single day, or at the same hour throughout the year. This is also useful for solar envelope 
studies.  

  

Optimised Shading Devices 

It is also possible to have Ecotect design a shading device for you. It will use the solar profiles described 
above to generate the exact shape required to shade any given rectangular window given a start and stop 
time and a cut-off date. 
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Project Shading Rays 

This option uses ray-tracing techniques to determine not only where shading is required, but also what 
intensity of solar radiation needs to be protected from. Thus, this method can account for both relative solar 
intensity as well as existing obstructions on a site. 

  

Solar Projections 

This system is basically the reverse of shading. In this case selected objects are projected back towards the 
Sun and drawn on any shaded objects they encounter. This is useful when you wish to see which part of an 
object is doing the shading at different times in order to more accurately tailor the shading coefficients of a 
glazing system, for example. 

One shading feature in Ecotect that you must have a play with is the ability to view the model From the Sun 
at the current date and time. At first it may sound an unlikely tool, however my experience is that it can be 
incredibly useful and offers a very flexible way of testing and refining even the most complex curved 
shading devices. 
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Cutting Solar Profiles 
The shading device in the illustration below was created using the Shading and Shadows > Project 
Hourly Sun-Path item in the Calculate menu. This function creates a solar profile by generating lines 
between the Transformation Origin and the Sun as it moves through the sky on the current day, and 
intersecting these with closed planar objects in the current selection set. Selected objects can then be 
manually edited to line up with this profile, perfectly shading the origin point at all times during that day.
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To use this item, simply set the required date and time, position the origin at the point of interest, and then 
select the objects through which you wish to draw the hourly profile. To shade a rectangular window, you 
will want to create two profile lines centred at each bottom corner of the window. Which ever section of the 
profile line projects the farthest from the window determines the extent of the shade. 

For more details, see the Shading Design dialog.  

Projected Profiles 

In addition to projecting hourly lines, you can also calculate the exact shape of a shading device to protect a 
particular point, in this case the Transformation Origin again. This can be done using the Shading and 
Shadows > Project Shading Profile item in the Calculate menu. In this case, a dialog box is displayed 
allowing you to select the range of dates and times over which this profile will be calculated. 

 

Solar Envelope 

You can also use this function to generate the maximum solar envelope of a building if there are 
overshadowing restrictions on the site. This is simply a matter of extruding the building (or buildable site) 
plan very high into the air, and then cutting an hourly solar profile through the vertical extruded planes. You 
may need to cut several profiles for a range of points, selecting the lowest profile line. 
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Interactive Shading Design  

 

Sun-path diagram generated 
from 3D model below 

 

3D model from which a sun-path diagram 
is automatically generated 

When using the Sun-path Diagram dialog, you can choose to lock the shadow projection onto a specific 
object - in the case shown to the right the centre of the window. Then, as you manipulate other objects 
around it, the shading on the window will automatically update. This way, if you know a specific date and/or 
time that you need to shade up until, you can adjust elements of the shading devices until you achieve 
exactly what you are after.  

Locking the Shading 

To lock the shading onto the window, first select the object you want to lock onto. 

Then choose the Sun-Path Diagram... item in the Calculate menu to display the Sun-path Diagram 
dialog. 

You should see the object index displayed in the Shading Mask group in the panel to the right of the 
diagram. Now click the Lock icon next to the Object: label, which should change to the  icon. This 
indicates that the shading is now locked to the current selected object.  
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You are now free to manipulate shading objects and their nodes, which will then automatically update the 
displayed shading on the window.  

Note: 

When you do this, interactive shading is always generated for the geometric centre of the object. In cases 
where this is not appropriate, simply create one or more new POINT objects where you want shading to be 
designed for and lock to each one of these as you edit the shading. 

Unlocking the Shading  

To unlock the shading, click the Lock icon next to the Object: label until the  icon is displayed. This 
indicates that the shading will now follow whatever object is currently selected. 
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Optimised Shades 
Using the Shading Design dialog, it is possible to generate a number of different types of shading device 
optimised for the currently selected window object and a specified range of dates and times. This way 
shades can be designed to completely shade from, for example, the 13th of September to the 1st of April, 
from 9am in the morning to 5pm at night. You can invoke this dialog by first selecting the window you wish 
to shade, and then choosing the Shading and Shadows > Shading Design Wizard... item in the 
Calculate menu.  

 

The above illustration gives some idea of the optimised shapes that can be generated this way. They show 
devices required to shade from 9:00am to 4:30pm until the 1st of May, at a range of orientations in Perth, 
Western Australia. These are all horizontal, however you can create angled shades as well. 

Shading Shape Options  

The following table details the various options in terms of automatic shape generation:  

  

1. Rectangular Shade 
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A rectangular shade is generated at the specified angle. 

  

2. Optimised Shade (On) 

The shape of the shade is determined by the path of the sun on the selected day. Thus the trace occurs only 
for the two extreme dates actually selected (perfromed only once as the position of the Sun is pretty well 
symetrical around June 21st).  

  

3. Optimised Shade (Until) 

The shape of the shade is determined by the path of the Sun from the Summer equinox up until the two 
selected dates. Thus, the shape will perfectly shade for the selected time at all dates in this range.  

  

4. Surrounding Shade 

This shade consists of an angled horizontal element as well as two vertical elements at each side of the 
window. Again, the shape of the shade is determined by the path of the Sun from the Summer equinox up 
until the two selected dates. Thus, the shape will perfectly shade for the selected time at all dates in this 
range. 

  

5. Solar Pergola 

This type of shade comprises a number of individual shading fins, angles so as to allow maximum winter 
sun penetration at noon whilst fully shading the window from the Summer equinox up to the date selected. 

© Copyright 2008 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Project Shading Potential 
The simple case optimised shading design quickly becomes cumbersome when dealing with more complex 
window shapes with many vertexes and areas of concavity. More importantly, whilst the simple case method 
can be extended to complex shading geometry, it cannot easily be modified to include the effects of existing 
external obstructions around the site or self shading of the window by elements of the building itself.  

This opens the potential for ray-tracing techniques to be used to determine the areas of obstructing surfaces 
that shade other objects over any date/time range. This method tracks the sun across the sky over a specified 
period and fires rays over the surface of each selected object towards the sun. The intersection of these rays 
with other objects in the model is then recorded, along with the intensity of solar radiation at each point. 
Thus it is possible to track solar rays through transparent shading objects and then out into a surrounding 
site.  

 

This can be invoked by selecting a particular window and then choosing the Shading and Shadows > 
Project Selected Object(s) > Shading Potential... item in the Calculate menu, which displays 
the Project Shading Potential dialog. 

Underlying Process 

This analysis is based on a periodic projection of the selected object onto other objects or, if it is visible, 
onto the analysis grid. The first animation below shows a simple example of this projection for each hour on 
a single day. If the projections are accumulated for each point on the surface, then some points will fall 
within the projection area more often than others, as shown in the second animation.  
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If the instantaneous direct solar radiation is included in the accumulation of each projection, which can be 
retrieved for any time from the current weather data, then the relative intensity of radiation through or on 
each point can be displayed. If the analysis grid is not used, then pseudo-random rays are generated at each 
time step over the surface of the selected objects and projected towards the Sun, with the intersection points 
with obstructing objects being stored along with their relative intensity. If the analysis grid is visible, then it 
is used to accumulate the data. 

  

  

Work on the accumulation of radiation data using the analysis grid was carried out in association with Eran 
Kaftan of Research&Design as part of ongoing research which is looking at the generation of 3D shading 
volumes, etc. Research&Design have also developed a method for weighting grid cells based on the actual 
heating and cooling requirements of a thermal zone (the Cellular Method for Shading Design). For more 
information on this method, refer to their site at http://www.researchanddesign.net. 

Benefits and Warnings of Projected Shading Potential  

The main benefit of this approach is that it can can be applied to geometries of any complexity, including 
multiple overlapping shades and external obstructions. There are also no limitations to the shape or 
complexity of the shaded surface as it can be sampled with any level of precision. The overall result is not 
an outline of the required shape, but a coloured point cloud indicating the affected area and strength of 
shading required. 

Take the following example. A window is protected by a cowl of a particular shape that projects out from 
the wall. That window is adjacent to another large building which is part of the same development and 
shades the window on one side. In order to determine how far the cowl needs to project in order to shade the
window, rays are projected as shown below.
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The result of this analysis are an array of points on the cowl itself. The colour of each point indicates the 
level of solar radiation from the Sun at the time of each ray. Areas of high solar intensity (red-yellow) 
obviously require shading coverage whereas lower intensity areas (blue) allow the designer to make a 
judgement call based on other design factors. 

In order to properly visualise the maximum radiation values, Ecotect draws the points in order from lowest 
to highest value. This way the higher value points obscure the lower level points. Thus, any area of blue 
indicates very low levels of solar radiation incident on the cowl in that area, allowing the designer to 
evaluate this information and choose the shape of the final shading device. 

  

  

This same information can also be useful when applied to the shading of a specific area of the floor surface. 
In the case illustrated below, The area of the curved semi-transparent roof that shades the floor area between
specified dates and times can be quickly determined. The extent and colour of the point cloud thus allow for 
the application of shading panels with varying transmission to provide the required protection. 

 

Important Considerations 
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Obviously one of the important considerations in such an analysis is the source of solar radiation data. 
Basing the analysis on recorded radiation data for a particular year can lead to errors due to uncommon 
periods of cloud cover. This can be overcome to some extent by using Test Reference Year weather files or 
averaging radiation data over several years. However for many locations this is not always possible. In this 
implementation the user can choose between actual hourly radiation values, a 30-day running average of 
recorded direct and diffuse values or synthetic clear sky data. 
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Solar Projections 
The process of projecting a shadow involves tracing the shape of a shading object away from the Sun onto 
the plane of any shaded objects. Solar projections, however, represent the reverse process - tracing the shape 
of shaded objects back towards the Sun and onto shading objects.  

It can often be useful to project back this way to determine when one object will overshadow another, 
especially if you are actually looking, for example, to vary the shading coefficient of a curved transparent 
facade to shade certain areas of the floor more than others. 

  

To successfully display shadow projections, you must first select at least one object (the object(s) to be 
projected) and at least one visible object tagged as shaded, onto which the selected objects will be projected. 
If not, a prompt will tell you that the projection failed.  

If you only have one or two objects tagged as shaded, you may not initially be able to see the projection as it 
really depends on where the Sun is at the current date and time. You may wish to display the Daily Sun-Path
in order to visualise when the shaded surfaces are likely to be projected. See also the Changing the Date and 
Time topic. 

The colour of the displayed projection is the same as the Invalid/Error colour in the User Preferences 
dialog. The available Shadow Options also affect shadow projections so you can achieve an outline as 
shown in the image below using the Show all Shadows as Outlines option. 
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View From Sun 
Another shadowing feature within Ecotect is the ability to view the model from the perspective of the 
current Sun position. As the Sun is so far away from the Earth, its rays are almost parallel, thus this is an 
orthographic projection from a camera at the same azimuth and altitude as the Sun at the current date and 
time.  

To enter this mode, use the Shading and Shadows > View from Sun item in the Calculate menu, or the 
View From Sun button in the Shadow Settings panel. 

 

You will note in the image above that the shadows caste by each object in the model perfectly line up with 
their envelope. This can be particularly useful when designing complex shading devices as you can simply 
edit shades so that they visually line up with the objects you wish to shade. Because you are seeing the 
model as the Sun would see it, the resulting shading devices can be very accurate. The image on the left 
below shows a shading device designed by simply tracing over the window in this projection. The image to 
the right shows what it actually looks like in perspective. 

  

  

When in this projection and manipulating object nodes, it is important that you turn off many of the object 
snap settings otherwise you will snap directly to nodes on the shaded objects instead of moving the shading 
object over the top. This device was created by first snapping to the top two nodes of the window to 
establish the height, and then turning snaps off and manually lining the bottom two nodes up by eye. 

Returning to Perspective View  

To exit the Sun-view, either unclick the View From Sun button in the Shadow Settings panel, press the 
Escape key or choose the Perspective item in the View menu. 

© Copyright 2008 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lighting Simulation 

 

Natural Lighting or Daylighting analysis  

 

Artificial Lighting analysis 

 

RADIANCE Lighting Simulation  

Ecotect offers a range of lighting analysis options. Whilst its main focus is on natural lighting analysis, it 
also performs some rudimentary artificial lighting design functions. For more comprehensive lighting 
analysis, it outputs native files to other lighting applications such as RADIANCE, a public domain tool from 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories in the US. 

Related Lighting Topics:  

 Natural Lighting  
 Artificial Lighting  
 RADIANCE Output  

For details on performing detailed lighting analysis, refer to the Analysis Grid panel and the Lighting 
Analysis dialog.  

Natural Lighting 
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Natural lighting, or daylighting, refers to the lighting of an enclosure by allowing in diffuse natural light. 
Because the sun's position in the sky varies throughout the day, is often obscured by clouds, and experiences 
significant changes in intensity throughout the year, it does not make a suitably reliable light source with 
which to light the interior of buildings. As a result, direct light from the sun is known as sunlight is rarely 
included in architectural daylighting calculations.  

The primary aim of daylighting is to provide sufficient light for tasks performed within a space by providing 
enough apertures that let in diffuse light from the sky, but keep out direct light from the sun. On a clear day 
for example, outside light levels may be in the order of 55-60,000 lux whilst on an overcast day in winter 
this might fall to around 8-10,000 lux. The required light level inside a building ranges from 100 lux in a 
corridor, to 300 lux in the average office and 1,000 lux in a well-lit supermarket. Thus, with some thoughtful 
design, daylighting can potentially provide more than sufficient light for most buildings. 

Light and heat normally come together. However, for the same lighting intensity, the amount of heat 
produced by different lights can vary significantly. It turns out that in terms of the number of lighting 
lumens per watt of heat energy, daylight is about 5 times more efficient than a normal incandescent globe 
and as much as twice as efficient as a fluorescent tube. 

In a typical office building, turning the lights off and substituting daylight alone can reduce overall heat 
loads by as much as 40%, principally by reducing over-illumination near perimeter windows. 

Whilst sunlight as a light source is almost as efficient as daylight, when Sun is allowed to shine directly into 
a space the shear amount of light it represents can cause significant discomfort. This brings with it a lot of 
unwanted heat. Thus it is important that the natural lighting system used protects against direct sunlight and 
does not add unnecessarily to the buildings heat gain. This requires the careful use of shading devices and 
light diffusers to block direct Sun and distribute diffuse daylight deeper into each space. Careful selection of 
glass type is also an important factor. 
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Natural Lighting Analysis 
There are a number of different methods that can be used to calculate natural light levels in buildings, all of 
which vary in their complexity, accuracy, calculation time and application. To accommodate different 
situations and requirements, Ecotect implements a range of these methods: 

The Average Daylight Factor 
A quick and simple zone-averaged method that considers only windows, shading and internal surface 
reflectance. 

Sky Point Overlays 
A system of sky sub-division that can be used to visually estimate daylight by simply counting visible 
points. 

The BRE Split-Flux Method 
A slightly more complex but widely recognised technique that is used in many building regulations around 
the world. 

RADIANCE simulation 
Exporting to the freely available RADIANCE Synthetic Imaging System for physically accurate analysis.  

The accuracy of Ecotect's daylight calculations have been a source of some controversy in previous versions. 
Whilst some of this was justified, much of it resulted from confusion over exactly how the different 
calculation methods are implemented and how the geometric model was being interpreted, especially in
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complex models imported directly from CAD. After much testing and validation, 2010 is now much stricter 
on the nature of the model - requiring you to adhere to a few simple rules but greatly clarifying how 
different elements are interpreted and providing much more consistent results.  

 

Daylight Factors 

Most natural lighting calculations are based on daylight factors. The Daylight Factor is simply a ratio of the 
daylight illuminance at a particular point within an enclosure to the simultaneous unobstructed outdoor 
illuminance, expressed as a percentage. Thus an unobstructed view of the sky would result in a 100% 
daylight factor. A point in the middle of a cricket pitch surrounded by stands may recieve 70-80% whilst 
points in a room with only one window would receive considerably less, possibly as low as 1-5%. Daylight 
factors include the contribution of both internal and external reflections. 

Derived Values 

Once you have calculated daylight factors, there are a number of other analysis that can be derived either 
directly or as a by-product. 

Daylight Illumination Levels 

These are simply estimated illumination levels calculated by multiplying the daylight factor (%) by the 
current Design Sky value (Lux). The Design Sky value is set in the Lighting Analysis dialog box or in the 
Zone Properties panel and refers to the illumination level of the sky that is likely to be exceeded 85% of the 
time between the hours of 9am and 5pm over the entire working year. 

Illumination Vectors 

As the calculation of daylight factor involves generating exploratory rays distributed spherically, it is 
possible to sum the relative level of each ray to derive the overall illumination vector at each point. This is 
simply the dominant directionality of the natural light. This information can be displayed as either colour-
variant or length-variant arrows (depending on the state of the Shade Grid Squares settings in the Analysis 
Grid panel). 

  

Daylight Autonomy 

Using the daylight factor, it is possible to calculate the illuminance level at any time of the day any day of 
the year. Thus it is possible to determine how often each point will be above a certain value. This is known 
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as daylight autonomy and is given as the percentage of time throughout the year that each point will need no 
additional light to maintain the selected level. Sky illumination at any time is calculated using the diffuse 
sky formula proposed by Tregenza (1). The date and time range over which this is calculated can be set in 
the Daylight Autonomy dialog. 

 

This illuminance distribution accounts only for the diffuse component as in nearly all cases direct sunlight 
falling on a work-plane is at best undesirable. The above equation is also based on measured European data 
so is only strictly applicable to climates with similar characteristics. However, the results provide a useful 
basis for the relative comparison of different design options. 
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Daylight Factor Calculation 
The Building Research Establishment (BRE) Split-Flux method is a widely recognised and very useful 
technique for calculating daylight factors. This method is based on the assumption that, ignoring direct 
sunlight, there are three separate components of the natural light that reaches any point inside a building: 

1. Sky Component (SC) - Directly from the sky, through an opening such as a window.  
2. Externally Reflected Component (ERC) - Reflected off the ground, trees or other buildings.  
3. Internally Reflected Component (IRC) - The inter-reflection of 1 and 2 off surfaces within the 

room.  

Separate consideration of these three components is justified by the fact that each is affected by different 
elements within the design. The daylight factor is thus given as a percentage and is simply the sum of each 
of these three components. 

DF = SC + ERC + IRC 

Important Note: 

 
To be a useful design tool, daylight factor values are generally calculated using a standard overcast sky 
illuminance distribution in order to represent a WORST-CASE SCENARIO to be designed for. This means 
that they will not change with different dates or times and, as the overcast sky model only varies with 
altitude, will not be affected by rotating the North point. This makes them a property of the design itself, 
not the local environment. Thus, the only parameters that affect daylight fators are the geometry of the 
design and the materials it is made of. By assigning a design sky value, it is possible to obtain illuminance 
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levels (in Lux) for a particular location, however this is seperate from the daylight factor iteself.  

Accuracy and Consistency 

The BRE method was originally developed for use as a manual calculation in which shadow patterns were 
plotted on a sun-path diagram with daylight availability represented as a series of distributed points. As a 
result, it is something that anyone can do so has been adopted as part of the building regulations in many 
different countries.  

However, the original BRE Estimating Daylight in Buildings (see end of page for reference) paper makes a 
number of assumptions and simplifications which were necessary for quick hand calculations, but can be 
dealt with much more accurately within a computer model. It is obvious that increased accuracy is in 
keeping with the spirit of the paper, however to be compliant with regulations that accept hand calculations 
you often need to sacrifice accuracy for consistency. 

To deal with this, Ecotect allows you to choose between an increased accuracy mode in the calculations 
and absolute consistency which follows the written document to the letter. The differences between the two 
are highlighted in each of the sections below. Also, accurately automating these calculation processes within 
a computer model requires that you follow a few simple rules when constructing your models. Thus it is 
important that you understand exactly how the split flux daylight factor calculation is undertaken.  

Calculation Basis 

To determine the daylight factor at any point in the model, many light rays are sprayed spherically from that 
point. The altitude of each ray and the objects that it hits or passes through determine what component it 
contributes to and how much it contributes. The image below shows some example light rays being sprayed 
from a point at the centre of a zone, most hitting the inside surfaces but some passing through the window 
and either hitting the external fence or continuing out towards the sky. Only rays that intersect geometry 
within the model are actually drawn. Rays that pass straight through to the sky are not drawn as they 
theoretically have no end point. 

  

The folllowing is a detailed description of how three components of the daylight factor are calculated. 

Sky Component (SC) 

For a ray to contribute to the sky component it must: 

 Either hit no objects in the model or pass through only transparent objects;  
 Have a positive altitude relative to the test point.  

The contribution of each such ray is moderated by: 

 Where in the selected sky distribution model they impact;  
 The transparency value of each material passed through;  
 An overall cleanliness factor for windows in the model.  

Each ray begins with a contribution of 1.0. If a CIE Overcast Sky is selected, this is then moderated by the 
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altitude of the ray. Those that hit the sky nearer the zenith will contribute up to 3 times more than those that 
hit at the horizon. For a CIE Uniform Sky, each ray value is considered equal. When passing through a 
window, this contribution is further moderated by the transparency of the assigned glass material for each 
window and a factor derived from the selected window cleanliness value; 

 clean = 1.0,  
 average = 0.95 and  
 dirty = 0.75.  

Increased Accuracy 

When you choose the increased accuracy option, the refractive index of each impacted window is also used 
to calculate the additional variable transparency of the glazing due on the angle of incidence of each ray. 

Note: 

Only the transparency and refractive index values from the material definition are used. Glass colour is 
assumed to have already been factored into the transparency (diffuse visible transmittance) as this is the case 
with values provided by glazing manufacturers. Whilst in thermal calculations the Solar Heat Gain Co-
efficient is used to accommodate blinds and/or curtains, this is a purely thermal value that includes 
convective and radiative effects specific to heat transfer. Thus it is NOT used for light transfer.  

Externally Reflected Component (ERC) 

When you construct a model in Ecotect itself, there are a number of consistent things that the daylight 
calculations can rely upon, allowing it to automatically detect which zone each test point is in and whether a 
surface is internal or external. However, when based on an imported CAD model with no zoning and surface 
normals facing in 'random' directions, the process of determining which surfaces represent outside or inside 
can actually become quite complex.  

To handle this, Ecotect has some basic rules which help it work things out: 

 As a thermal zone must be fully enclosed by geometry, if any of the rays sprayed from a point hit the 
sky unobstructed, then that point must be 'outside'. Thus, all reflected rays from that point are taken 
to contribute to its ERC.  

 If a ray first passes through a transparent object which belongs to a thermal zone and whose 
exposed area is greater than 10% of its total surface area, and then hits an opaque object belonging 
to a different zone to that of the first object, then it is considered to have moved 'outside' so 
contributes to the ERC. If the exposed area of the transparent object is less than 10% of its total area, 
or is a child of a PARTITION object, then it is assumed to be internal to the thermal zone so the ray 
remains 'inside'.  

 If a ray first passes through a transparent object which belongs to a non-thermal zone, then its 
exposed area is ignored and the ray is automatically considered to have moved 'outside'.  

 If you have constructed the model in Ecotect and are confident that it conforms with the requirements 
for a thermal model, then the lighting wizard allows you to choose to consider the surface normal of 
each object struck by each ray to determine whether it contributes to ERC or IRC. As rays are traced 
until they hit an opaque surface, any ray cast from a point that strikes a surface from behind must be 
'inside' relative to the volume enclosed by that surface. If it strikes a surface from in front, then it must
be 'outside' relative to it. This greatly simplifies the calculation process but does rely more on your 
modelling skills.  
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Because no further inter-reflection is considered after the first opaque object is hit, the contribution of the 
ray is equal to the illuminance of that part of the sky it would have hit, moderated by the external reflectivity 
factor and the same cleanliness factor used in the sky component. Additionally, the altitude of each external 
ray is stored for each aperture to determine the average angle of external obstruction, resulting in the 
coefficient of external obstruction used in the Internally Reflected Component described below. 

Increased Accuracy 

The BRE paper states that, for parts of the sky obstructed by external objects, the same calculation as for the 
sky component is used but with the result multiplied by 0.2 to represent the average reflectance of external 
surfaces. However, Ecotect knows the exact colour (and therefore the external reflectance) value of each 
surface in the model. Thus, when you select the increased accuracy option, Ecotect will use the external 
reflectance value calculated from the colour of each external object struck. Also, as in the SC, the 
contribution of each ray will also be moderated by the transparency of each window it passes through. 

Internally Reflected Component (IRC) 

This component is actually based on the formula given below. The sprayed rays are used to determine the 
area weighted average reflectances above and below the work-plane as well as the average height of external 
obstruction required to determine the coefficient of external obstruction. Basically the reflectances of the 
first opaque objects hit is averaged for each ray with a positive and negative altitude. A reflectance value of 
0.1 is assumed for any windows hit to signify a low reflectance value. The IRC is then given by: 

 

Where: 

W = Window area (m2),

 

A = Total internal surface area, wall, floors ceilings and windows (m2),

 

p1 = Area weighted average reflectance of area A, (using 0.1 as reflectance for glass).
 

p2 = Average reflectance of surfaces below working plane,
 

p3 = Average reflectance of surfaces above working plane,
 

C = Coefficient of external obstructions. 

The coefficient of external obstruction refers to the average height of all external obstructions. If this 
includes buildings of different heights, then an average height is worked out for each aperture over its entire 
width. This is done internally by breaking the sky dome into many vertical 'bands'. If one or more windows 
are encountered in any band, the upper and lower extents of each aperture stored as well as the angle of the 
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highest externally reflected component within each aperture range. From these, an average angle is 
calculated for each window and the following table is linearly interpolated to derive a value for C. 

The area weighting function is actually inherent in the ray-tracing analysis. Rays are generated evenly over a 
full sphere at each analysis point so each ray represents an equal solid angle. Thus, simply averaging the 
reflectance of the first opaque object struck yields a weighted average based on angular exposure. This 
means, however, that the resulting IRC value is unique to each analysis point. As shown in the diagram 
below, this results in a slight spatial variation in IRC with points closer to lighter surfaces having slightly 
increased values (in this case approximately 0.35%). The individual point ray-spray method also offers a 
partial solution to some of the problems of large external obstructions outlined by Tregenza and Ng (see 
reference below). 

 

To calculate IRC, Ecotect uses the following rules: 

 As a thermal zone must be fully enclosed by geometry, Ecotect checks the zone of the first object 
struck by all rays from a particular point. If all these objects belong to the same thermal zone, then it 
knows that the point must be 'inside' this zone so it can automatically calculate the total window area 
by summing the exposed areas of all windows that belong to that zone.  

 If the rays from a point first hit objects on more than one zone, then things become a little trickier:  

 If any ray from that point hits any part of the sky unosbtructed, then it is considered 'outside' so no 
IRC is calculated.  

 If not, any ray that hits an opaque object on any zone without first passing through a transparent object 
contributes to the IRC.  

 The total window area is calculated directly from the number of rays that first hit transparent objects 
and the distance travelled.  

 The external obstruction coefficient calculated as part of the ERC is used for the value 'C' in the table. 

Increased Accuracy 

Because the IRC formula is very specific, Ecotect follows it to the letter in both calculations. Whilst it may 
be possible to use 1-transparency and the specularity value to calculate a more realistic internal 
reflectance for each window, for some glasses the relationship between transmission and refection is not 
straightforward.  

References 

The following references provide more detail on the methods employed to generate the Daylight Factors in 
Ecotect: 

British Standards Institution, Code of Practice for Daylighting, British Standard BS 8206:Part 2 (1992)
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Artificial Lighting 

  

Ecotect uses the Point-By-Point method for determining artificial light levels within an enclosure. This 
simply calculates the sum of contributions from all light sources actually visible from each measurement 
point. The contribution of diffuse light is not calculated in this method. Thus, the lighting levels produced 
using this algorithm are to be used only as a guide during initial decision-making as they provide a relative 
scale from which to measure the effects of different model changes. 

Light Source Distributions 

  

Each light material has an output distribution set in the Output Profile tab in the Element Properties dialog. 
It is possible to display these output profiles in the 3D Editor canvas. To do this, choose the Element 
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Detail > Full item in the Display menu. When set to Partial, the cut and fall-off angles of the light are 
shown. When set to Full, the three dimensional lighting distribution is displayed, as shown in the animation 
to the right.  

The profile shown is based on the lux level set in the Comfort Conditions section of the zone to which 
the lights belong, as set in the Selection Information panel. The distribution grid shows the boundary of, in 
this case, 200 Lux. Any point exactly on the boundary is therefore exactly at 200 Lux, closer to the source 
the level is higher and further away it is less. If you change the lux value in the zone data, the view will 
automatically update. 
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Output to RADIANCE 

  

For physically accurate and comprehensive lighting analysis, Ecotect can output RADIANCE scene files 
data for direct input into the RADIANCE Lighting Simulation Software written by Greg Ward at Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratories. This is a very accurate simulation tool that is available freely to the public. For MS 
windows machines, you will require the Desktop RADIANCE download available from 
http://radsite.lbl.gov/. 

Ecotect includes support for the automatic generation of material data and control files (RIF files), as well as
various CIE sky models. To output a set of RAD and RIF files, select the Export... item from the File 
menu and select RADIANCE Scene File as the type of file. You can also use the RADIANCE button in the 
Export Manager panel. For more details on the options available when creating these files, see the 
RADIANCE Export dialog. 

New Features in v5 

Version 5 now allows much greater control over the execution of RADIANCE scripts and the display of 
complex material textures and object instancing. 

Interactive Rendering 

The latest version of Desktop RADIANCE includes a much more stable version of RVIEW.EXE. This is a 
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simple MS Windows tool that displays the rendering results as they are progressively refined. Whilst the 
final output of this tool is nowhere near the quality of the final render, it can be very useful when quickly 
testing views and material definitions. To display this tool, select the Interactive Render option in the 
RADIANCE Export dialog. 

Using RADIANCE Materials 

The materials created from Ecotect include only colour, reflectivity and roughness properties. However, you
can now export materials with textures and more complex surface properties. You do this by including a 
RADIANCE material definition file in the Export Materials Directory that has the same name as the 
assigned material in Ecotect. For more information, see the Check for Material.rad files option in the 
RADIANCE Export dialog. 

 

Including Additional Geometry 

There are times when you would like to include a set of much more complex geometry in the RADIANCE 
render without it being present in the Ecotect file. An example may be external vegetation or a set of internal
furniture. You can now do this by including a zone in the Ecotect model whose name starts with the # 
character. For more information, see the Check for #Zone.rad files option in the RADIANCE Export dialog. 

Object Instancing 

There may be cases where you need to populate your model with many copies of the same set of objects 
positioned all over your model - such as an auditorium full of the same type seats. Rather than model them 
all in Ecotect, it is possible to model one in isolation, render it, and then keep the resulting octree file 
(xxx.oct) to be referenced as an instance in RADIANCE. This way, RADIANCE only loads the one set of 
chair geometry and uses it a myriad of times so your renderings are much faster and more manageable. For 
more information, see the Check for Material.rad files option in the RADIANCE Export dialog. 

 

RadianceCP and Batch Rendering 

The new version of Radiance Control Panel that comes with Ecotect now includes a Batch processing 
function that lets you specify a large number of renders with different conditions. This make the generation 
of animated sequences quite a trivial task. 
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Right-to-Light Analysis  

 

Visualising right-to-light - planes 

 

Visualising right-to-light - sprayed particles 

Rights to light and solar access are becoming much more important as a determinant of built form in 
increasingly dense urban environments.  

The UK has very specific right-to-light guidelines produced by the Building Research Establishment in their 
publication 'Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice'. Whilst these are 
specific to the UK, the physical processes involved are pretty much the same throughout the world - only 
some of the numbers or thresholds actually change. 

Right-to-light analysis in the UK involves answering three basic questions: 

1. Are obstructions high enough for concern ?  
2. If so, do they block too much of the sky ?  
3. If so, is the no-sky-line of each room significantly impacted ?  

The Right-to-Light Analysis wizard will step you through the process of answering each of these questions. 
However, some background information may be useful in order to better understand some of the options 
available in this wizard.  

The guidelines summarise the requirements as follows: 

In general, a building will retain the potential for good interior diffuse daylighting provided that 
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on all its main faces: 

(a) no obstruction, measured in the vertical section perpendicular to the main face, from a point 
2m above the ground level, subtends an angle of more than 25° to the horizontal; 

(b) if (a) is not satisfied, then all points on the main face on a line 2m above ground level are 
within 4m (measured sideways) of a point which has a vertical sky component pf 27% or more.  

BRE, Littlefair, 1991 

Things get a little more complex when dealing with existing buildings, where a point may still be compliant 
if its VSC value is not reduced to less than 80% of its original value, and for adjoining sites where analysis 
is performed along the site boundary where a horizontal angle of 43° and a VSC of 17% are used instead. 
However the fundamental principles remain.  

1. Are obstructions high enough for concern ? 

When dealing with the height of obstructions, the guidelines suggest drawing a section through the site 
normal to each main face of the building. Then, a line is drawn from a point 2m above the ground outwards 
from the building at an angle to 25° to the horizontal. If any building projects above this line, it is high 
enough for concern.  

 

Regarding the 2m height, the guidelines state:  

At the site layout stage in design, window positions will often be undecided. So, for checking 
purposes, a series of reference points 2m above the ground level on each main face of the 
building may be used. The 2m height correspondes to the top part of ground floor windows: for 
buildings with basement windows, or those with no ground floor windows but with windows 
higher up (for example flats mounted on a podium), a level of 2m above the base of the lowest 
storey may be taken. 

BRE, Littlefair, 1991  

For existing buildings in which the window positions are known and the impact of a new proposed 
development is being assessed, this process should be performed for each main window wall in the existing 
building likely to be impacted by the development. For an adjoining site with no buildings yet on it, the site 
boundary is used with a horizontal angle of 43° instead of 25°. 

Ecotect deals with the issue of drawing sections by allowing you to project planes from each facade of the 
building. All you need to do is draw a line around the base of the building and Ecotect will offer the option 
to elevate it 2m above the ground and extrude it at the horizontal angle required. As shown below, you can 
do this for a single face or, as shown in the image at the top of the page, for any number of faces.  
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Base Lines 

When locating the baseline, you do not need to follow every tiny indentation or nook in the facade. What 
you want is a reasonably long straight line that you can generate an extruded plane from that will show 
useful information, rather than a myriad of much smaller overlapping planes. 

  

  

  

Relative Importance 

You can do a similar kind of analysis by projecting out points from each window selected. In this case, not 
only is each area of an obstruction above the 25° (43°) line highlighted, but the relative angle with the 
selected window(s) is also shown as a colour so you can immediately identify the obstructions having the 
most affect it. 

 

Obviously an obstruction that is directly normal to a window will result in greater overshadowing than one 
almost parallel to it. This is easy to determine for a single window, but can be very useful if you have many 
hundreds of windows and wish to identify those objects with the greatest obstructive potential.  

2. Do they block too much of the sky ? 

To determine the extent of sky obstruction, the UK Building Research Establishment’s Vertical Daylight 
Factor (VSC) (Littlefair 1991) is used as the metric for daylight availability.  

Any reduction in the amount of skylight can be calculated by finding the vertical sky 
component at the centre of each window. (In the case of a floor-to-ceiling window, such as a 
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patio door, a point 2m above ground on the centre line of the window may be used.) The 
reference point is in the external plane of the window wall. Windows to bathrooms, toilets, 
storerooms, circulation areas and garages need not be analysed. 

BRE, Littlefair, 1991  

The guidelines provide waldram diagrams for estimating VSC values, however this value can be easily 
calculated in Ecotect directly from the shading mask generated for each adjacent window on the site.  

To quantify the effect of a new development, the guidelines state that: 

If this vertical sky component is greater than 27% then enough skylight should still be reaching 
the window of the existing building. Any reduction below this level should be kept to a 
minimum. If the vertical sky component, with the new development in place, is both less than 
27% and less than 0.8 times its former value, then occupants of the existing building will notice 
the reduction in the amount of skylight.  

BRE, Littlefair, 1991  

To determine the percentage change, VSC values can be first calculated based on the existing buildings on 
the site, and stored as an attribute of each window. The results of subsequent calculations performed after 
the addition of the proposed development (a matter of simply turning on the appropriate zones) are then 
compared to test if they are greater than 80% of the original. 

For an adjoining site with no buildings yet on it, points running along the site boundary are used with a VSC 
threshold of 17% instead of 27%. 

3. is the no-sky-line of each room significantly impacted ? 

The no-sky line is that point beyond which no point can directly 'see' any part of the sky through any of the 
surrounding windows. In practice this is calculated using the sky component values, taken as the 0.2% sky 
component contour. Thus, to calculate this, you simply generate the analysis grid over the floor area in each 
room and perform the no-sky-line calculation. 

To quantify the effect, the guidelines state that: 

If, following construction of a new development, the no-sky line moves so that the area of the 
existing room which does receive direct skylight is reduced to less than 0.8 times its former 
value, then this will be noticeable to the occupants, and more of the room will appear poorly lit. 

BRE, Littlefair, 1991  
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Acoustic Analysis 
Ecotect v5 offers a wide range of acoustic analysis functions. The most important aspect in Ecotect is the 
direct link it establishes between the geometry of a space and its acoustic response. The ability to trace 
reflections in real time and see exactly where they hit is a critical part of the acoustic design process. Really, 
if you can get the acoustic geometry of a space working right, you are 90% of the way there.  

The major acoustic analysis functions available in Ecotect are as follows:
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Statistical Reverberation Graph. 

Statistical Reverberation 

Uses volumetric and material data to determine the Reverberation Time (RT) at octave bands. RT is not the 
only objective measure of acoustic response, however it is often the only quantitative value used in many 
projects, even by professional acousticians. 

 

Linked acoustic rays ideal for optimising model geometry. 

Linked Acoustic Rays 

This is a simple interactive ray-tracing technique. Once displayed, any changes to the source position or 
room geometry automatically update the sprayed rays, making the design of acoustic reflectors far simpler 
and interactive. 

 

Sprayed acoustic rays & particles. 

Acoustic Rays & Particles 

Use these features to generate acoustic rays and particles within your enclosure - viewing their propagation 
in real time or under the control of the mouse wheel. You can also view the delay or level at each point at 
any time as well as which surfaces are hit or reflected from. 

 

Acoustic Response. 

Acoustic Response 

This analysis uses existing rays or a set of randomly generated ray paths to determine the reverberation time, 
mean free path length and average absorption within a space. Such an analysis is vital in determining the 
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range of spatial reverberation times within any auditorium. 

For information on modelling zones suitable for acoustic and thermal analysis, see the Thermal Modelling 
topic. 

Each of the above options provide useful performance indicators for spaces within your design, however, as 
with any computer model, they are based on a series of underlying assumptions which you should 
familiarise yourself with before including them in your decision-making.  

For more background on statistical acoustics see the Statistical Reverberation topic. 

Statistical methods are useful at the earliest stages of design, however, they are quite limited in their 
capacity to predict acoustic faults as many of these result from the geometry of the enclosure. The solution 
to such problems is often a simple geometric analysis done on the drawing board. As the design develops, 
more and more geometric information becomes available so why not use it - letting a computer do all the 
real work. A detailed analysis of reflected sound rays within an auditorium can help determine not only how 
much absorber to use, but what type of absorber and where to best put it. 

For some background on geometric acoustics see the Geometric Acoustics topic. 
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Statistical Reverberation 
Given that the sound absorption coefficients of materials in a model have been properly defined, the 
reverberation times at a range of frequencies for any zone can be determined. Absorption coefficients are set 
in the Acoustics tab of the Element Library dialog and the resulting RT values calculated in the 
Reverberation Times tab in the Analysis page. 

 

The statistical analysis of spaces considers only volumetric and material data to determine the reverberation 
time. The reverberation time is an important objective measure of acoustic response. It is not the only one, 
however it is an important early indicator and often the only quantitative value used in many projects, even 
by professional acousticians. 

The Growth and Decay of Sound 

When a source begins generating sound within a room, the sound intensity measured at a particular point 
will increase suddenly with the arrival of the direct sound and will continue to increase in a series of small 
increments as indirect reflections begin to contribute to the total sound level. Eventually an equilibrium will 
be reached where the sound energy absorbed by the room surfaces is equal to the energy being radiated by 
the source. This is because the absorption of most building materials is proportional to sound intensity, as 
the sound level increases, so too does the absorption. 

If the sound source is abruptly switched off, the sound intensity at any point will not suddenly disappear, but 
will fade away gradually as the indirect sound field begins to die off and reflections get weaker. The rate of 
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this decay is a function of room shape and the amount/position of absorbent material. The decay in highly 
absorbent rooms will not take very long at all, whilst in large reflective rooms, this can take quite a long 
time. 

 

This gradual decay of sound energy is known as reverberation and, as a result of this proportional 
relationship between absorption and sound intensity, it is exponential as a function of time. If the sound 
pressure level (in dB) of a decaying reverberant field is graphed against time, one obtains a reverberation 
curve which is usually fairly straight, although the exact form depends upon many factors including the 
frequency spectrum of the sound and the shape of the room. 

Reverberation Time 

In 1895 W.C. Sabine carried out a considerable amount of research in this area and arrived at an empirical 
relationship between the volume of an auditorium, the amount of absorptive material within it and a quantity 
which he called the Reverberation Time (RT). As defined by Sabine, the RT is the time taken for a 
continuous sound within a room to decay by 60dB after being abruptly switched off and is given by; 

 

where V is the volume of the enclosure (m³) and A is the total absorption within the enclosure (sabine). 

The term A is calculated as the sum of the surface area (in m²) times the absorption coefficient (a) of each 
material used within the enclosure. 

The absorption coefficient of any material, as originally defined by Sabine, is the ratio of the sound absorbed 
by that material to that absorbed by an equivalent area of open window. Thus a perfectly absorbent material 
would have an absorption coefficient of 1 and an absorption unit of 1 sabine represents a surface capable of 
absorbing sound at the same rate as 1m² of open window. 

Using this simple formula, and Ecotect's knowledge of the internal surface areas and absorption coefficients 
of all the materials used, the reverberation time of a room can be quickly calculated at any stage of the 
design. 

Optimum Reverberation Times 

Such a formulation is particularly useful as it starts to recommend some more effective volumes of rooms 
for particular reverberation times. Given that standard building materials have a known set of absorption 
characteristics, and that the range of optimum RT values for specific purposes is known, It is possible to 
determine a relationship between room volume and the desired RT. The following graph displays this 
relationship, and is based on a standard building construction with no specialist acoustic materials.
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From this ratio, and the fact that each member of the audience increases the amount of absorption within the 
auditorium, volumes of rooms can be specified in m³ per person, which is a very useful figure at the initial 
stage of design. 

Improving the Accuracy of Sabine's Equation 

For fairly reverberant rooms with a uniform distribution of absorptive material, Sabine's formula gives a 
good indication of the expected behaviour. This is because Sabine assumes the sound decays continuously 
and smoothly, a situation requiring a homogenous and diffuse sound field without great variation in room 
surfaces. As the absorption in a room is increased, however, the results obtained by this formula become less 
accurate. In the limiting case of a completely dead room (an anechoic chamber), where the absorption 
coefficients of the boundaries are 1.0 and the reverberation time should obviously be 0.0, Sabine's formula 
results in a finite RT. 

Several different approaches have been used to derive equations which give values of reverberation time in 
better agreement with measured results from less reverberant rooms. One of these, the Norris-Eyring 
formula, assumes an intermittent decay with the arrival of fewer and fewer reflections. This gives the 
following formula; 

 

where S is the total surface area (m²) and a becomes the average absorption coefficient. 

This equation gives the correct value of 0.0 for a completely dead room but is more complex and only 
strictly valid for rooms with the same value of absorption for all surfaces. 

When the materials of a room have a wide variety of absorption coefficients, the best predictions are 
obtained by the Millington-Sette equation. This is simply a matter of substituting an effective absorption 
coefficient ae = -ln(1-ai) into Sabine's equation to give; 

 

where si is the surface area of the ith material and ai its actual absorption coefficient.

 

Important Note: 

This formula indicates that highly absorbing materials are far more effective than would be anticipated in 
influencing the reverberation time. For example, when the actual absorption coefficient is greater than 0.63, 
the effective absorption coefficient is greater than one.
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The Validity of Statistical Formula 

It is clear that all of the equations described so far are purely statistical in nature and, as such, neglect all of 
the geometric information about the room (its shape, the position of absorbing materials, the use of 
reflectors, etc). Thus, whilst they can closely indicate the reverberation time, they cannot be used to predict 
any acoustic anomalies within a room, such as discernible echoes, acoustic shadows, etc. For that, you need 
a detailed geometric analysis. 
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Geometric Acoustics 
Version 5 of Ecotect sees the return of quite sophisticated geometric acoustic analysis routines. These are 
accessed from the Rays & Particles Panel and the Linked Acoustic Rays... item in the Calculate menu, 
which displays the Linked Acoustic Rays dialog. 

Basic Assumptions 

As with all computer modelling, some simplifications of acoustic phenomena have been made. In Ecotect, 
the assumptions which hold for all geometric acoustic calculations are as follows: 

 All complex room surfaces can be reduced to a series of component planar polygonal surfaces.  
 Propagating waves comprise small sound quanta or packets of energy that travel in straight lines.  
 In this form sound energy is treated as an energy function, meaning that energy may be summed.  
 This also means that wave phenomenon such as phasing and interference are absent.  
 Surface sound absorption coefficients are independent of incidence angle.  

Thus, in its geometric acoustic functions, Ecotect generates sound rays that bounce specularly around the 
modelled space loosing energy through air absorption and surface absorption when objects are intersected. 
As the primary aim of the geometric acoustic functions in Ecotect is the accurate design of reflectors and 
reflective surfaces, no account of surface diffusion is considered as only the specular component is the most 
important. 

The Concept of Sound Rays  

If one assumes that the dimensions of a room are large compared to wavelength, then sound waves may be 
considered in much the same way as light rays when treated in optics. This situation frequently occurs in 
architectural acoustics, especially in large auditoria. To continue the light analogy, sound rays are reflected 
from hard planar walls in accordance with the laws of reflection, ie: the incident ray, the reflected ray and 
the normal to the surface all lie on the same plane and the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of 
reflection. In the same way, sound rays incident on a curved surface will be either focussed (for concave) or 
dispersed (for convex).  
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The concept of a sound ray and the geometrical study of sound ray paths play an important role in the design 
of large rooms and auditorium, enabling troublesome echoes and flutter effects to be detected and dealt with 
at the design stage. A limitation of the geometrical approach is that usually only low order reflections can be 
studied before the sound ray being followed becomes 'lost' in the reverberant or late-arriving sound field. 
Also, the dimensions of most enclosures relative to the wavelengths of sound mean that geometric acoustics 
is only really valid for frequencies of around 500Hz and above. 

Ecotect displays reverberation times for frequencies as low as 63Hz as these are generated either by direct 
statistical methods or by entering geometrically derived information into statistical methods. 

Using Geometric Acoustics 

Statistical methods are useful at the earliest stages of design, however, they are quite limited in their 
capacity to predict acoustic faults. This is because most faults result from the geometry of the enclosure. A 
simple geometric analysis done on the drawing board can easily correct most of these at the earliest stages of 
design. As the design develops, more and more geometric information becomes available so why not use it. 
Architects and building designers need to be able to determine not only how much absorber to use, but what 
type of absorber and where to best put it. This is where the consideration of reflected sound rays can be very 
useful. 

Faults Attributable to Geometry  

The following are a few of the more common faults attributable to room geometry. Spurious echoes: Occur 
when a strong reflection of the original signal can be clearly discerned by the listener. This is simply a 
matter of looking at the internal envelope of the enclosure and checking for possible sound paths which 
reflect off a sequence of large, highly reflective surfaces. 

Picket fence echo 

This results from evenly spaced reflection paths, such as the rows of raised seating in an amphitheatre and 
the evenly spaced curves of compressed fibre fencing. Depending on the number of steps and the path 
difference, such surfaces can produce a definite pinging sound when stuck by an impulsive sound source. If 
d is the distance between successive steps, then the frequency of this ping is given by Fpfe = (c / (2d)) where 
c is the speed of sound in air. 

Flutter echo 

Occurs when both the source and receiver are between a pair of parallel, hard, surfaces. Some portion of the 
sound emitted by the source will get 'trapped' between the two reflective surfaces and will oscillate back and 
forth, being quite slow to decay. The listener will perceive this as a 'fluttering' noise. If the walls are a 
distance d apart, then the frequency of this flutter can be found in the same way as picket fence echo. 

Dead spots 

These can occur at positions which are far from reflecting surfaces and which receive sound only after it has 
passed over an absorbent surface. For example, at the rear of a gently raked theatre or cinema where the 
sound must pass over the audience and ceiling reflections are blocked by a balcony. 

The Placement of Reflectors and Absorbers  

By analysing the paths of sound rays, it is easy to determine which areas require reinforcement (in the form 
of a reflector) and which require damping (in the form of absorber). Consider someone speaking at the rate 
of up to 8 syllables per second. Each syllable takes about 125 ms for complete. Therefore, if clear reflections 
of the first syllable arrive mid-way through the second (or even the third) the speech may not be easily 
discernible by the listener.  

In fact, work by Haas shows that the majority of reflected sound should arrive within 50 ms in order for it to
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reinforce the direct speech. This means that a path difference of 17 metres (340 x 0.05) between the direct 
and indirect sound is allowed for reinforcement and up to 43 metres (340 x 0.125) before the reflections 
become truly detrimental.  

In this way, it is possible to design reflectors to minimise reflection paths to the entire audience area and 
place absorber to minimise the effect of late reflections. Ecotect uses this basic information to display either 
the actual level of the sound or to indicate its potential affect with colour coding. 
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Linked Acoustic Rays 
Spraying acoustic rays within an enclosure is an important part of acoustic design, providing an invaluable 
way of shaping walls and other surfaces to reflect a sound source to its maximum effect. Once you have the 
acoustic geometry of a space working the way you want it, you actually have a fair bit of flexibility in the 
amount and placement of sound absorber. For more details on the basis of acoustic ray spraying in Ecotect, 
see the Geometric Acoustics topic.  

 

To interactively spray rays you will need at least one SPEAKER object visible in your model and then 
invoke the Linked Acoustic Rays Dialog. If you have more than one visible SPEAKER object in your 
model, you can specify any one of them as the source using the Assign Object As > Sound Source item 
in the Modify menu or the Tag Object As > Source button in the Rays & Particles panel.  

Moving the Source 

Rays in this method are sprayed in a circular disk centred at the source point and in the direction of the 
source vector. Both the angular distribution and rotation of the disk can be set in the dialog box, as can the 
density of rays. Whenever an object is moved or edited in the model, including the source, the sprayed rays 
are automatically updated. Thus the source can be moved around or a reflector rotated by trial and error until 
the optimum angle is found.  

 

As shown in the animation above, you can actually tag specific planes as acoustic reflectors in order to focus 
on their effect. This can be done in the main menu using the Assign Object As> Acoustic Reflector 
item in the Modify menu or the Tag Object As > Reflector button in the Rays & Particles panel.  

Moving a Reflector 

As the rays are linked directly to model geometry, if you nudge the reflector around it will also interactively 
update ray paths, as shown below.  
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Turning Off Sprayed Rays  

To turn off the spraying of linked rays, simply choose the Model item in the Display menu. 
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Acoustic Rays & Particles 
Analysing acoustic rays within an enclosure is an important part of the geometric design of acoustic 
auditoria. Once you get the geometry right, you actually have a fair bit of flexibility in the amount and 
placement of sound absorber. Spraying rays can be an invaluable way of shaping walls and other surfaces to 
reflect a sound source to its maximum effect.  

 

To generate acoustic rays, you will need at least one SPEAKER object visible in your model. If you have 
several sources, you can specifically tag one as the source using the Assign As > Sound Source in the 
Modify menu. Use the Rays & Particles panel to adjust the settings and display rays and particles. 

Display Options 

As you can generate rays using several different methods and up to any reflection depth (up to an arbitrary 
maximum of 1024 bounces), you can quickly end up looking at an indecipherable mess. Ecotect therefore 
provides a wide range of display options to allow you to glean the maximum information from the generated
rays. Obviously not all display options will be suitable for all situations, so you should familiarise yourself 
with the settings available in order to tailor them to your own needs. 

Ecotect has five (5) main ray display modes set in the Rays and Particles panel. The first three are static 
displays whilst the last two can be animated or controlled dynamically with the mouse wheel or the progress 
slider. In addition, you can choose to display colour-coded or textual information in the display. 
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Colour/Numerical Display 

When displaying rays or particles, you can choose two different methods for calculating their sound levels 
and delay, and three different colour-coding systems. The first two in each group are directly related 
whereas the third colour-coding option simply displays each reflection depth as a different colour.  

The first option is to calculate Absolute Sound Levels, being the actual reduction in sound level as a result of 
propagation through the medium and reflection off model surfaces. Each ray begins with a sound energy of 
unity (1.0 gives a decibel level of 0dB). Each surface reflection and, as the ray propagates, the effects of air 
absorption reduce the sound energy of the ray. This results in a negative sound level or a sound reduction. 
As the ray is really assumed to be a sound particle emitted by the source, geometric spreading is not 
considered to reduce its energy as it propagates. The delay value of each ray in this option will always be the 
same as all rays travel at a constant speed (defaulting 343.7 m/s for air at 20°C). 

The second option is to calculate the level and delay Relative to the Direct Sound. In this case, both values 
of the propagating ray are compared to the level and delay of the direct sound arriving at the same point, in 
this case another sound ray that travels directly from the source to the current ray position. As this is a direct 
comparison of sound energies, geometric spreading is accounted for by applying the inverse square law for 
sound propagation to the sound level of each ray before the comparison. The relative delay is simply the ray 
propagation time minus the direct ray arrival time. These values give a more realistic idea of the perceived 
effect of each reflection and can mean that, as a ray bounces around, it's level can actually increase relative 
to the direct sound. 

  

Useful and Detrimental Reflections 

In order to visualise the effect of each ray, a Relative to Direct Sound colour-coding system is used to 
display the perceived effect of each ray at the current propagation time. These colours are based on the 
relative level and delay of the sound when compared to the direct sound at the current rays position. The 
graph below shows the level and delay bands that correspond to the different colours used in Ecotect.  

 

Graph of Useful vs Bad Reflections: Lateral / Direct Energy Ratio (dB) vs Delay (ms) 

 Direct: 
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If a reflection arrives within a few milliseconds of the direct sound and at a relatively high level (>25dB), 
the auditory mechanism cannot differentiate the two sources. This means that it will actually affect the 
perceived directionality of the sound, effectively creating a partial image shift. This is not always a problem 
as, for example, reflectors are often used directly above an orchestra pit to effectively 'raise' the sound. It can 
be a problem in rooms for speech as the focus is essentially directly on the speaker. However, humans are 
quite adaptable so it takes a large number of such rays to have any significant effect. 

 Useful: 

If the reflection arrives a little later, the ear integrates it with the direct sound and, whilst it does not affect 
the directionality, it will effectively increase the perceived sound level. This constitutes useful sound energy 
because it increases audibility and, in the case of speech, intelligibility. 

 Border: 

There is a threshold beyond which this integration lasts too long and individual components of the sound 
waveform begin to merge together. This threshold varies with the type of sound. For speech, where the 
accurate distinction of consecutive syllables is essential for comprehension, the relative delay beyond which 
this occurs is around 50 ms. For music, where the individual notes of many instruments sound better when 
they run together slightly, the relative delay is around 80 ms.  

This band represents the borderline area between the speech and music threshold. In a music auditorium, 
orange border rays are fine. In a lecture hall or conference room, border rays indicate the potential for 
reduced intelligibility.  

 Echo: 

When a reflection is quite delayed but still at a relatively high level, it can be perceived as quite distinct 
from the direct sound and represent an annoying echo. This usually only occurs when the echo arrives in 
relative isolation compared to the general level of reverberant decay. If many high level echoes arrive 
together the effect is to significantly increase the reverberation level. Either way they act to significantly 
reduce the audibility of the original sound. Thus reflections anywhere in this band should be avoided by 
reshaping the room geometry or using some well placed sound absorber. 

 Reverb: 

Below a certain level, the reflection simply becomes part of the ambient reverberation. At this level they do 
not significantly contribute to the perception of the direct sound but determine our spatial perception in the 
room. The threshold level continues to fall off with time well beyond the extents of the above graph.  

 Masked: 

At even lower relative sound levels the reflection is completely masked by the direct sound and other 
reflections. Such reflections pose no problems within the space. 
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Acoustic Response 
This analysis option uses geometric acoustic rays to determine aspects of the acoustic response of an 
enclosure. These calculations are performed in the Acoustic Response tab of the Analysis page. 

If you have already generated a set of acoustic rays using the Rays & Particles panel, you can use the 
Existing Rays/Particles method to analyse both the 3D path of the ray and its acoustic decay. You can 
also choose to analyse the enclosure using randomly generated rays to estimate the average reverberation 
time using the Estimated Reverberation option. 
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Existing Rays/Particles 

Relating the acoustic decay back to the 3D reflection path of a ray is an extremely powerful tool in the 
design of any aural enclosure. In this analysis, you can simply click and drag the mouse around the decay 
graph to select the ray that passes closest by. If you are displaying generated rays/particles in the model, the 
path of the currently selected ray is also drawn within the Model Canvas.  

This way it is possible to quickly identify regions of unusually high or low absorption within the model by 
simply dragging the mouse looking for rays that either decay very quickly or very slowly. Any commonality 
in their reflection sequences is a good indication of a potential acoustic problem. 

In this analysis method there are two distinct ways to view the decay, as either absolute or relative sound 
levels. See the Acoustic Rays topic for more information in the difference between the two. In both methods,
the level and delay of any ray at any particular time represents a point with a 2D graph with delay along the 
horizontal axis and level in the vertical. With a large number of rays, it is possible to display how often 
points in different parts of the graph occurred within the ray set by generating a frequency distribution. The 
rate of occurrence is then indicated by more intense colour.  

 

This builds up a picture of the range of reverberation rates within different parts of the enclosure at different 
times. From this data, a line of best fit can be applied. In the above diagram, the red line represents a fit over 
a full 60dB whereas the blue line is calculated only over the first 10dB. The relative number of rays at a 
given level at each time increment is displayed as a colour intensity. The brighter the colour the more often 
that time/delay occurred. The colours themselves are based on the Relative to Direct Sound colour-coding 
system. 

This same information can optionally be displayed as absolute sound levels. On this case the distribution is 
shown as varying intensities of yellow. 

 

Linking Decay Rates to Geometric Path 

One very important feature of the acoustic graphs in Ecotect is that you can click on individual rays in the 
analysis graphs and see their full reflection path in the 3D model. This allows you to easily discern patterns 
in the rays that decay either very quickly or very slowly and quickly isolate why. To display a ray, click with 
the left mouse button in the existing rays/particles graphs and drag until the desired ray is found. 
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Estimated Decay 

An additional analysis option is to generate a large number of random rays within the enclosure and track 
their decay. From this data, the average decay curve can be derived for each frequency band. The displayed 
curve is simply the reverse integrated energy function of the average of all the decaying rays. 

 

Obviously the greater the number of reflections, the longer the calculation time. Thus, there is a need to 
optimise the accuracy of each calculation without it taking too long. However, this particular calculation is 
extremely sensitive to the number of reflections used. 

The calculation displays the decay over either 30 or 60dB. If you choose only a small number of reflections, 
the majority of rays won't decay by the specified amount before they stop being traced. Some rays will, 
however these will only be the ones that travel by the route of greatest absorption, either by hitting the most 
number or the most absorbing of surfaces. This means that the very bottom of the decay curve will have 
been derived only from a relatively small number of rays, all of which travelled by the most absorbent paths 
within the enclosure. 

Thus, Ecotect does a quick pre-calculation to determine the minimum number of reflections needed for the 
majority of sound rays in the space to decay by the specified amount. It then updates the reflection count in 
the dialog and begins the estimated decay calculation. If you have time available, it is probably best to 
increase this calculated value by several more reflections in order to ensure more accurate values. 

Deriving Statistical Data 

The average decay curve gives a good indication of the actual reverberation time within the enclosure. This 
is often more accurate that statistical methods as the randomly sprayed rays automatically distinguish 
between and weight the more statistically significant surfaces in each space compared to insignificant ones. 
If a surface is large and exposed then the chances are that a greater number of rays will hit it than a much 
smaller or obstructed surface. In a real enclosure, this is directly analogous to the degree of influence each 
surface is likely to have on the overall sound field. 

Statistical methods have no way of differentiating acoustically significant surfaces from others in the space 
as they take no account of the physical geometry. However, by storing a hit count on each surface and its 
absorption coefficient, a by-product of the random ray generation method is a much better prediction of the 
overall absorption experienced by sound in the space.  

Along with the mean free path length, this data can be fed back into the statistical reverberation time 
formula used in the Statistical Reverberation calculations to yield an alternate set of reverberation times for 
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the enclosure. Once complete, you can choose to display an alternative Reverberation Time graph to directly 
compare with the statistical calculation. 

The Calculation Method  

When Ecotect generates rays for the estimated reverberation calculation, it records the total number of rays 
that intersect each surface in the model and uses this to calculate the ray-weighted average absorption co-
efficient. As opposed to the statistical method where the absorption coefficient of each surface is weighted 
by its surface area, in this calculation it is weighted by the number of ray actually striking each particular 
surface. 

Once the AvgCoeff is calculated for each frequency band i, this can be multiplied by the total exposed 
surface area for each method such that: 

sabine = (0.161 * volume) / (area * AvgCoeff[i]); 

norris = (0.161 * volume) / (-1 * area * log(1 -AvgCoeff[i])); 

millington = (0.161 * volume) / (area * (ms[i] / ms_hits[i])); 

The Millington-Sette calculation is a little more complex as the hit ratio for each individual surface must be 
used - where for each object: 

ms[i] += (-1 * hits * log(1 - abs)); 
ms_hits[i] += total_hits; 

In summary, the randomly sprayed rays are used to determine which surfaces in the enclosure are exposed to 
the sound field and to determine their relative contribution to the overall absorption in the space at each 
frequency band. This average absorption is then used along with the effective volume (derived from the 
mean free path length) and surface area in the different statistical RT equations. 
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Thermal Simulation and Analysis 
Ecotect offers a wide range of thermal performance analysis features. These can be accessed via the Thermal 
Analysis tab in the Analysis page, invoked directly by the Thermal Performance... item in the Calculate 
menu. This will display the Thermal Analysis wizard.  

Before undertaking any thermal analysis though, you should be familiar with the following help topics: 

1. The Ecotect Simulation Engine  
Advantages and limitations of the Admittance Method.  

2. Thermal Modelling 
Important points to note when creating thermal models.  

3. Hourly Temperatures 
How to calculate and interpret hourly temperature graphs.  

4. Hourly Heat Gains and Losses 
How to calculate and interpret hourly heat gain graphs.  

5. Heating and Cooling Loads 
How to calculate and interpret monthly space load graphs.  

6. Annual Distributions 
How to calculate and interpret annual temperature and load graphs.  

7. UK Part-L Summary 
Outputs data required by the new Part-L of the UK Building Regulations. 
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8. EnergyPlus, HTB2 and ESP-r  
Output to other popular thermal analysis engines.  
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The Thermal Simulation Engine 
Ecotect provides a range of thermal performance analysis options. At its core is the Chartered Institute of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Admittance Method used to determine internal temperatures and heat 
loads. This thermal algorithm is very flexible and has no restrictions on building geometry or the number of 
thermal zones that can be simultaneously analysed. Most importantly, with only a few pre-calculations for 
shading and overshadowing, it is very quick to calculate and can be used to display a wide range of very 
useful design information. 

The Admittance Method 

The underlying assumption of the Admittance Method is that the internal temperature of any building will 
always tend towards the local mean outdoor temperature. Any fluctuations in outside temperature or solar 
load will cause the internal air temperature to fluctuate in a similar way, though delayed and dampened 
somewhat by thermal capacitance and resistance within the building fabric. When the total of all heat losses 
become equal to the total of all gains, then internal temperatures stabilise. 

In the Admittance Method, the temperature and load calculations are two separate processes. As a first pass, 
the magnitude of potential heat gains and losses acting on the building are calculated for each hour of each 
day, from which average daily load factors can be determined. These are known as load factors because they 
are relative to mean conditions, not actual conditions. Variations in the instantaneous load factor against 
each daily average can then be used to determine the relative thermal stress each zone is subject to each hour 
of the day. These variations in stress result in cyclic fluctuations in internal temperature, from which hourly 
zone temperatures can be derived. 

Once detailed hourly internal temperatures are known, a second calculation is performed to determine the 
absolute heating and cooling loads. Given inside and outside temperatures for each zone, fabric, ventilation 
and infiltration loads can be accurately determined along with solar and internal loads.  

Inter-zonal loads are more complex because they cannot be factored in to the first pass because internal 
temperatures were not known. Thus, additional iterations of both the first and second passes are then carried 
out to add in the effect fabric and infiltration gains between adjacent spaces. 

Whilst in summary it is a simplified method, the Admittance Method encapsulates the effects of conductive 
heat flow through building fabric, infiltration and ventilation through openings, direct solar gains through 
transparent materials, indirect solar gains through opaque elements, internal heat gains from equipment, 
lights and people and the effects of inter-zonal heat flow. 

Accuracy and Relevance of Results 

As with any calculation method, it is necessary to strike a balance between accuracy and simplicity / 
flexibility. The Admittance Method is widely used around the world and has been shown to be an extremely 
useful design tool. It is not as physically accurate as some of the more computationally intensive techniques 
such as the response factor or finite difference methods, however for the purposes of design decision-
making, the Admittance Method is by far the best choice.  

It provides near instantaneous feedback and the accuracy of results can be progressively increased as the 
building model develops. Most importantly, there is a real distinction between absolute accuracy and relative
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accuracy. No thermal tool is absolutely accurate, meaning that you model a building and it tells you the 
exact temperature you can expect at 12:00pm on the 15th of July, or predicts your annual heating bill to the 
nearest dollar. Relative accuracy on the other hand means that, if you add another window, the results show 
a relative increase in solar gain during the day and an associated increase in fabric loss at night. The real 
accuracy of the calculation is therefore related to the percentage effect of any change relative to the overall 
performance of the model. 

Relative accuracy allows the designer to start making informed decisions right from the start, even if the 
model being worked on is as simple as a six-sided box. With such a model, the effect of different cladding 
materials in a particular climate can be quite accurately determined, as can the effect of various glazing 
ratios in the different facades. Sun penetration and the effect of shading devices can also be investigated 
quite thoroughly before the final form of the building has even been considered.  

Ecotect was not intended for use only at the end of a project, to quickly bang in a completed design and 
whack out a few colourful graphs. Its real benefit is the ability to play with many different options very early 
in the design process, working out which are the most effective both economically and environmentally. It is 
always much cheaper to realise early on in the design that those full-height double-storey unshaded west-
facing windows are going to pose a problem, preferably before the owner's lawyer rings up. 

Limitations 

The Admittance Method is based on the concept of cyclic variation. As a result, it is most suitable in 
situations where temperature swings and energy inputs are changing steadily throughout the day. It is less 
suitable in situations where there are large sudden changes in parameters, such as when a large heater or 
cooler is turned on. In these cases the effect is close to instantaneous, whereas the convective and radiative 
effects of real equipment would build over time.  

Also, the method does not track solar radiation onto individual surfaces once it has entered a zone. The 
incident solar radiation is dealt with at the entry aperture, becoming part space load and part fabric load 
based on internal admittance values. 

Similarly, natural ventilation is dealt with on an aperture by aperture basis. Algorithms are used to determine 
cross flow rates when apertures occur on opposite or adjacent sides of a zone, however the bulk air flow 
rates between individual apertures is not calculated. Natural ventilation effects simply augment ventilation 
and infiltration gains based on the height, size and orientation of each aperture, the current wind speed and 
terrain setting for the model. Vertical stack effects and internal convection currents are also not dealt with by 
the algorithm. 

Other Thermal Engines 

Very few thermal analysis packages actually deal well with these issues. The most comprehensive I have 
come across thus far is called TAS (Thermal Analysis Software) by EDSL in Britain, however ESPr is 
reputed to similar. DOE2 (now EnergyPlus) from the US is based on ASHREA methods but is only really 
suited to air-conditioned buildings and load analysis. The CheeNATH engine from CSIRO in Australia is 
also quite good, based on the Response Factor method, but is limited in the number of zones it can analyse. 
At time of writing, Ecotect can output files to DOE2 and CheeNATH directly, however more are planned. 

The following is a brief synopsis of some of the more well known dedicated thermal tools. 

TAS 

TAS is a software package for the thermal analysis of buildings. It includes a 3D modeller, a thermal/energy 
analysis module, a systems/controls simulator and a 2D CFD package. There are also CAD links into the 3D 
modeller as well as report generation facilities. It is a complete solution for the thermal simulation of a 
building, and a powerful design tool in the optimisation of a buildings environmental, energy and comfort 
performance. TAS was developed by EDSL in England. 

ESP-r 
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ESP-r is a dynamic thermal simulation environment for the analysis of energy and mass flows and 
environmental control systems within the built environment. ESP-r ("r" stands for Research and EU 
Reference) allows researchers and designers to assess the manner in which actual weather patterns, occupant 
interactions, design parameter changes and control systems affect energy requirements and environmental 
states. It was developed by the Energy Systems Research Unit, based within the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland. 
http://www.strath.ac.uk/Departments/ESRU/esru.html 

EnergyPlus 

EnergyPlus is the merger of DOE2 and Blast. Basically, it performs hourly simulations of buildings, air 
handling systems, and central plant equipment in order to provide mechanical, energy and architectural 
engineers with accurate estimates of a building's energy needs. The zone models of BLAST (Building Loads 
Analysis and System Thermodynamics), which are based on the fundamental heat balance method, are the 
industry standard for heating and cooling load calculations. BLAST output may be utilized in conjunction 
with the LCCID (Life Cycle Cost in Design) program to perform an economic analysis of the 
building/system/plant design. Developed by the US Department of Energy. 
http://www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/energyplus/ 

Building Design Advisor 

BDA is a computer program that supports the concurrent, integrated use of multiple simulation tools and 
databases, through a single, object-based representation of building components and systems. Based on a 
comprehensive design theory, the BDA acts as a data manager and process controller, allowing building 
designers to benefit from the capabilities of multiple analysis and visualization tools throughout the building 
design process. The BDA has a simple graphical user interface that is based on two main elements, the 
building browser and the decision desktop. Developed by Konstantinos Papamichael at Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory http://gaia.lbl.gov/bda/ 

NatHERS 

The NatHERS software has been developed by CSIRO to provide quick, comprehensive and effective 
assessment of house design in an easy to use format. It will support the state-based schemes and the 
NatHERS project that will eventually bring all of these schemes into line across Australia. The NatHERS 
software is an invaluable tool for the architect or builder, providing easy assessment of designs and an 
additional service to clients. 

BUNYIP 

BUNYIP is a computerised design procedure for accurately estimating the costs and amounts of energy used 
in commercial buildings. The software package, developed by the CSIRO Division of Building, 
Construction and Engineering, enables design office assessments of new buildings and retro-fit proposals. It 
is especially useful in comparing design options and life-cycle costs. It can also be used for research and 
educational purposes. The core of BUNYIP is a component-based thermal model of a building and its 
services systems. This is backed up by a climatic database for numerous locations in Australia, New Zealand 
and South East Asia. The model allows almost any building to be analysed, as the user can select and 
combine building or system elements as desired. A large range of air handling, heating and cooling 
component models are included. BUNYIP was developed by CSIRO but is available from ACADS-BSG. 

ESP-II 

ESP-II is a suite of five computer programs used for estimating the energy consumption of a building over a 
given period of time taking into account the site location, the building structure and the type of building 
services installed to maintain the desired environmental conditions. It enables a designer to investigate many 
alternatives and make energy comparisons quickly and effectively for a very wide range of building 
configurations and air conditioning systems using actual measured climatic data. ESP-II is a metric version 
of the American program ESP-II developed for APEC by Ferreira and Kalasinsky Associates Inc., New 
Bedford, Massachusetts, under the direction of the APEC Energy Analysis Committee. ACADS-BSG has 
the licensing rights of this program in Australia and New Zealand.
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Thermal Modelling 
The thermal analysis routines in Ecotect require that you construct your model a certain way. The following 
is a summary of the important points to note when constructing a model for thermal analysis. 

Building Zones  

Each building must comprise one or more fully enclosed thermal zones. The thermal zone is the basic unit in 
thermal calculations for which internal temperatures and heat loads are calculated (refer to the Building a 
Thermal Model topic below). 

Defining Thermal Zones 

A thermal zone should represent a relatively homogeneous area of enclosed air. This could be a single room, 
the roof-space or a specific precinct in the building (a storeroom and two toilets on the south side for 
example). It may also be necessary to create multiple thermal zones within one very large space, in which 
case it is important that you use VOID object between them. 

  

Geometrically Complete  

All thermal zones must be geometrically complete, meaning that they have surfaces fully enclosing their 
entire volume. Imagine any thermal zone you create is full of water and that you pick it up and turn it all 
around and upside down. If any water can leak out, it is not a fully enclosed thermal zone. 

Surface Normals Point Outwards  

In order for Ecotect to know the orientation of each surface, especially in very complex thermal zones, the 
normals of all surface surrounding the zone must point outwards. This way Ecotect can quickly calculate 
when they are facing the Sun and whether any point is inside or outside a zone. For more information, see 
the Surface Normals topic. 

 

Adjacent Zones  

Adjacent thermal zones must have their intervening walls, ceilings or floors coplanar and overlapping. 
Ecotect is thus able to automatically detect adjacency and determine the extent of heat flow between them. If 
a thermal zone has an opening to the outside or when one large room is separated into two thermal zones, 
you must use a VOID object to indicate that a hole exists. Do NOT simply leave the surface out of the model 
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as Ecotect will have no idea that there is supposed to be a gap there (for more information, see the Double 
Counting and Inter-Zonal Adjacency topics). The model below shows how the adjacent walls from two 
thermal zones should overlap. 

  

The main reason for this is that the model is intended as a conceptual design tool. If you completely enclose 
each zone, you can move them around or rearrange them completely and Ecotect will still be able to 
accurately recalculate adjacencies.  

Non-Thermal Zones 

External shading devices and objects that do not form a thermal zone should be placed on the Outside zone 
or on a zone tagged as non-thermal (for more details see the Non-Thermal Zones topic). 

Ground Effects and Earth Berms 

Any exposed surface that is on or below the ground plane (Z=0) is assumed to be in direct contact with the 
ground. This will be obvious during an adjacency calculation when overlap dots appear on such objects. If 
any surface above the ground is found to be adjacent to another surface that belongs to the Outside Zone, it 
is assumed that the area of adjacency is actually an earth berm, in which case ground effects are calculated 
for that section of the object. (for more details see the Non-Thermal Zones topic). 

Internal Partitions 

PARTITION objects are assumed to be completely internal to a zone and therefore are not tested for 
incident solar radiation (any radiation that does hit them must have already passed through a window object 
and been calculated there) or for adjacency with other zones. They do, however, contribute to the internal 
thermal mass of a zone. Any furniture or completely internal walls should therefore be constructed as 
PARTITION elements. 

Building a Thermal Model 

Any building for thermal analysis must be formed from one or more fully enclosed thermal zones, with each 
such zone representing a room or precinct within the building. Being fully enclosed, the walls of adjacent 
thermal zones should be coplanar (or at least very close and parallel) and overlap each other - the west wall 
of Zone 1, for instance, and the east wall of Zone 2. This may seem like double-counting, however this way 
Ecotect can work out for itself which thermal zones are adjacent, how much heat can pass between them 
and, ultimately, accurate internal temperatures and heat loads for each thermal zone. For more details on the 
construction of thermal zones this way, refer to the Double Counting and Inter-Zonal Adjacency topics. 

It should be noted that shading and visualisation functions are not dependant on a building's zoning. Whilst a 
model created for thermal, lighting and acoustic simulation would be more than suitable for shading 
analysis, the reverse may not be true. For example, you may wish to add wall thickness or detailed window 
frames for more accurate sun penetration results as the design progresses. Such additions, however, are 
likely to significantly increase thermal and acoustic calculation times without any appreciable affect on their 
accuracy. 

Geometric Detail Only When it is Needed 
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Much of the detail in a 3D CAD model is pretty well redundant in a thermal model. For example skirting 
boards, window frames, sills, architraves and other ornamental geometry will have a negligible affect on 
thermal performance but will significantly increase calculation times. The key to a good thermal model 
therefore is simplicity, getting rid of all the thermally redundant geometry. The image below provides an 
example of a model set up for both thermal (coloured zones and simple geometry) and lighting analysis 
(complex geometry and zones not too important).  

  

It is possible to develop a single model that contains both a simplified set of zones for thermal calculations 
and all the complexity required for a realistic visualisation or lighting analysis. Simply generate your rooms 
first as simple thermal zones containing all the information required for the thermal analysis, which you are 
likely to do first anyway. Then add any of the more visual and thermally redundant geometry into non-
thermal zones that can be quickly turned on and off as required. 

Having just said that a thermal model should be stripped down and simplified as much as possible, a good 
passive solar design may be completely ruined by a few rugs or pieces of furniture obscuring the exposed 
thermal mass. Thus determining exactly what is thermally redundant geometry can be a bit of a judgement 
call. 

Shading Devices and Non-Thermal Zones 

All planar objects in Ecotect except internal PARTITIONS are assumed to receive solar radiation. As the 
geometric modeller isn't particularly bright, it cannot tell if a surface is inside or outside a zone. Thus, if you 
create a number of large external shades on a zone, Ecotect will simply add any incident radiation that falls 
on them to the overall indirect solar load of that zone. If you make them PARTITIONS, it will still add them 
to the overall internal thermal mass to that zone. 

The exception to this is the Outside Zone and zones that have been defined as non-thermal. Everything on 
the Outside zone is assumed to be outside the building, either a site element or an adjacent building. Thus, it 
is usual to add external shading devices to the Outside zone or create a zone specifically for shades and tag it 
as non-thermal in the Zone Management dialog box. 

Non-thermal zones do not appear in the thermal zone list and do not participate in temperature or heat load 
calculations. Their elements will provide shade for and reflect onto objects in other zones, but incident solar 
radiation and overshadowing calculations are not performed for them. 
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Inter-Zonal Adjacencies 
Whenever the geometry of a zone changes, inter-zonal adjacencies need to be recalculated. You can do this 
manually by selecting the Inter-Zonal Adjacencies... item in the Calculate menu, or be automatically 
prompted to do so prior to any subsequent thermal, cost analysis or acoustic calculations.  
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In order to detect inter-zonal heat flow and spatial relationships within geometric models of any level of 
complexity, Ecotect uses the fact that two objects on different zones overlap each other to indicate that the 
two zones are adjacent. It does this by sampling each surface using pseudo-random points, each randomly 
generated within a regular grid overlaid on each surface. Smaller sampling grid values will result in more 
accurate adjacency calculations, but will take much longer to generate. 

The example below shows an adjacency calculation in progress, having found that portions of both the floor 
and the north wall in the blue zone overlap. The floor lies on the ground plane, so the overlap calculation 
also allows ground effects to be determined. Refer to Point 6 in the Thermal Modelling topic for more 
details on underground zones and the use of earth berms. 

 

When watching an adjacency calculations, you should see coloured dots appear over all areas of overlap. 
The density of these dots is determined by settings in the Inter-Zonal Adjacencies dialog. If dots do not 
appear where you think they should, then the two planes do not properly overlap and you should examine 
that part of your model in more detail to see why. To help align objects in your model, you should always 
use the Snap functions to ensure objects are properly coplanar. 

Inter-zonal adjacency information is stored in an ADJ file with the same name as the model from which it 
was generated. 

Adjacency Tolerances 

In previous versions of Ecotect adjacent surfaces had to be perfectly co-planar and line up exactly, although 
a 1mm tolerance was allowed. From v5.20 onwards you can control the distance over which two similarly 
oriented surfaces will be considered adjacent. Thus, to accommodate situations like that shown in the image 
immediately below, you can now set a value of 200mm, for example, in which case the 5 adjacent surfaces 
will be found. The tolerance applies to any surfaces whose orientation are within 1 degree of each other (in 
either direction). 

  

  

Ecotect has to apply some degree of intelligence to this application as a tolerance is not entirely appropriate 
to all situations. It does this by treating surfaces that are exactly co-planar slightly differently from those that 
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are not. When testing surfaces that are not exactly co-planar, Ecotect allows test points that are within 1/2 
the tolerance value outside the adjacent surface's boundary. This accommodatesSituation A shown below 
where the gap between the dark blue and red surfaces should not result in a small area of external exposure 
for the long light-blue wall. 

 

However, in a situation where the edges of two floor objects in the same plane are perfectly aligned, that 
same 1/2 tolerance outside their boundaries would result in the detection of a small overlap - which would 
then be reported as an error as overlapping floors are automatically considered a modelling problem. To 
overcome this, the 1/2 tolerance is not applied to fully co-planar surfaces (those within 1mm).  

This does mean though that you have to be careful when mixing co-planar and non-co-planar surfaces in the 
same area of the model. For example, in Situation B shown below, the long light-blue wall is perfectly co-
planar with the dark blue and red walls. As the 1/2 tolerance will not be applied and the gap between the 
blue and red walls, this will result in a small area of external exposure for the longer light-blue wall. 

 

If you compare the two situations, this simple rule does make sense as it allows the modeller full control 
over the application of the gap tolerance by the way they align surfaces in their model. 

Overshadowing MASKS  

At the same time as the inter-zonal calculation is being carried out, Shading Masks are also generated for all 
closed planar objects that are on a Thermal Zone and exposed to solar radiation. These masks are simply 
tables of shading values at different angles and are used during thermal and solar calculations. Once 
calculated, these masks can be viewed and updated in the Sun-Path Diagram dialog by simply selecting any 
exposed surface.  

Overshadowing masks are stored in a SHD file with the same name as the model from which they were 
generated. 
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Hourly Temperatures 
Hourly temperature graphs display the internal temperatures of all visible thermal zones in the model over a 
24-hour period. This form of analysis can be accessed via the Thermal Analysis Tab in the Analysis page , 
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invoked directly by the Thermal Performance... item in the Calculate menu. 

 

Zone temperatures are shown in the assigned zone colour. If a thermal zone is selected, it is highlighted in 
bold and its defined comfort band indicated by graded blue and red horizontal colour bands - red indicating a 
temperature considered too warm and above the comfort zone, blue too cool and below.  

The graph displays a range of environmental information as well as internal zone temperatures. The outside 
air temperature and wind speed, as well as beam and diffuse solar radiation, is displayed as dashed lines 
within the graph. This makes it quite clear exactly what climatic factors the internal temperatures are 
responding to.  

Anatomy of the Hourly Temperature Graph 

The temperature graph displays external and internal temperatures for a single 24 hour period. In order to 
better understand why temperature fluctuations are occurring, additional environmental data is also 
displayed. This includes solar radiation and wind speeds. 

 

1. Title Information 

This area of the graph displays the following information: 

 The type of graph,  
 The zone whose temperature is currently highlighted. If no particular zone is highlighted, it displays 

'All Visible Thermal Zones'.  
 The current day and date.  
 The location name in the currently selected weather data file.  

2. Temperature Scale 

Displays the range of temperatures over which the graph is drawn. You can modify or lock/unlock this value 
using the  button in the Graph toolbar. 

3. Hour of the Day Axis 

Hourly temperature graphs display only a single day (24 hours) worth of data, where 0 = midnight, 12 =
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noon and 20 = 10pm in the evening. 

4. Value Legend 

The legend along the bottom of the graph explains the meaning of each type of line in the graph. In an 
hourly temperature graph, many different zonal temperatures can be displayed. The colour of each internal 
zonal temperature line line is based on the colour assigned to the zone in the Zone Management panel. You 
can toggle the legend on or off using the  button in the Graph toolbar. 

5. Solar Radiation Scale 

This scale runs along the right-hand edge of the graph and refers to the Beam and Diffuse Solar lines (shown 
dotted and dashed in yellow). It is a set scale between 0 and 2.5 kW/m². The maximum possible solar 
radiation value is around 1.1kW/m², so using such a scale means that solar values are always show in the 
lower section of the graph, allowing you to adjust the maximum extent of the scale to visually separate 
hourly temperature values.  

The wind speed is not afforded a visual scale in this graph as it does not have such a direct relationship with 
internal temperatures as solar radiation, however it is still quite important to see how it is fluctuating. The 
wind speed scale in the graph ranges from 0m/s at the bottom axis to 6m/s at the top.  
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Hourly Heat Gains 
Hourly heat gain graphs display the magnitude of all the different heat flow paths acting on visible thermal 
zones in the model over a 24-hour period. This form of analysis can be accessed via the Thermal Analysis 
Tab in the Analysis page, invoked directly by the Thermal Performance... item in the Calculate menu.  

 

The heat gains and losses graph displays the magnitude of each type of heat load for each hour of the 
selected day, each displayed in a different colour or line-style. The magnitude is in either Watts or kW as it 
is an instantaneous load. 

Anatomy of the Hourly Heat Gains/Losses Graph 

The basic components of the graph are graph are similar to the hourly temperature graph, as shown below.
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1. Title Information 

This area of the graph displays the following information: 

 The type of graph,  
 The zone whose temperature is currently highlighted. If no particular zone is highlighted, it displays 

'All Visible Thermal Zones'.  
 The current day and date.  
 The location name in the currently selected weather data file.  

2. Load Scale 

Displays the range of temperatures over which the graph is drawn. You can modify or lock/unlock this value 
using the  button in the Graph toolbar. 

3. Time Scale 

Hourly gain/losses are shown for only a single day (24 hours), where 0 = midnight, 12 = noon and 20 = 
10pm in the evening. 

4. Value Legend 

The legend along the bottom of the graph explains the meaning of each type of line in the graph. In addition 
to the overall air-conditioning load (if air conditioned) the following load data is displayed:  

 Conduction loads through the fabric (  Fabric - sQc)  
 Indirect solar loads through solar gains on opaque surfaces (Dotted  SolAir - sQss)  
 Direct solar gains through transparent windows (  Solar - sQsg)  
 Ventilation and infiltration gains through crack and openings (  Ventilation - sQv)  
 Internal loads from lights, people and equipment (  Internal - sQi)  
 Inter-zonal loads from heat flow between adjacent zones (  Inter-zonal - sQz).  

Interpreting Hourly Gains 

In addition to simply comparing the magnitude of gains and losses between different configurations or 
design options, it is also important to be able to recognise patterns within the data that will let you relate 
back to the geometry and materiality of the model. This is best done through trial and error with your own 
models, however as an initial introduction some simple solar and thermal mass effects are illustrated. 

Solar Gains 

The orientation of windows within a model will determine when in the day solar gains occur within a zone. 
Obviously east-facing windows will let in early morning radiation whilst west-facing windows will let in 
mid-late afternoon sun.  
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Thermal Mass 

The following two graphs compare results from the same building, the first constructed of lightweight 
materials, in this case uninsulated timber paneling with a metal deck roof, and the second from much heavier 
double brick construction with a clay-tiled roof. The graphs show how heavyweight materials both reduce 
the overall amount of heat flow and delay it transmission from inside to outside. 

 

 

This same effect is more clearly illustrated in the following animation, which shows the incremental effect 
of increasing the masonry thickness of the wall. It is shown in cross-section with a 10mm layer of plaster 
finish each side. 
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Monthly Space Loads / Discomfort 
Monthly space load graphs display total heating and cooling loads for each zone. This form of analysis can 
be accessed via the Thermal Analysis Tab in the Analysis page, invoked directly by the Thermal 
Performance... item in the Calculate menu. 

Heating loads are displayed in red and project above the centre line of the graph whereas cooling loads are 
blue and project below. The vertical scale is in either Wh, kWh or MWh (Watt-hours). If no thermal zone is 
selected, the graph shows the total of all thermal zones, otherwise it displays the loads only for the selected 
zone. 

 

Space Loads 

It should be noted that these are heating and cooling loads, not energy loads. Obviously for the same space 
load requirement you could install a very efficient system or totally inefficient one. The inefficient system, 
whilst servicing the same space loads, would require a far greater amount of energy than the efficient one. 

Ecotect itself does not do system simulation, however we are working on equations for set of standard 
HVAC systems. Thus, if you need more accuracy than a single coefficient of performance (COP) factor, you 
should export your model to a dedicated energy analysis tool such as HTB2, EnergyPlus or ESP-r. 

Relative Contribution - All Zones Mode  

When the All Visible Zones option is selected in the Highlight Zone section, a breakdown showing 
the relative contribution of each zone is displayed within each monthly heating and cooling band. The 
relative amount is shown in the colour of the associated zone. Thus, as you can see in the images below, the 
relative contributions of the green, orange and blue zones can be seen within each monthly heating and 
cooling band.  
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Discomfort Time 

If a zone is not air-conditioned or heated it will not generate any loads. However if that zone is occupied 
(has at least one person in it), Ecotect will perform a discomfort calculation instead. In this case, the amount 
of time the internal temperature of the zone spends outside the specified comfort conditions is calculated for 
each month, resulting in a graph similar to that shown below. 

 

You can limit this calculation to particular periods of the day by setting the Operation Times for each zone 
in the Zone Management dialog.  

Comfort Algorithm 

When performing this calculation, you can choose the way the comfort zone is calculated for each day of the 
year. 

 

 Flat Comfort Bands  
This method uses the upper and lower comfort band temperatures set for each zone. If the internal 
zone temperature is above the upper value or below the lower value, it is deemed uncomfortable. It is 
therefore recommended that you be a little judicious with your comfort band settings in a free-running 
building and not simply go with the standard 21-24°C. You will find that people can be quite 
comfortable at internal temperatures in excess of 30°C with the right clothing, mean radiant 
temperatures and air movement. I normally use a conservative range of 18-28 in a building in a warm-
hot climate and 20-26 in relatively cold climates. You may have to do your own testing for your own 
locations though.  

 Thermal Neutrality 
Thermal Neutrality (Tn) refers to the air temperature at which, on average, a large sample of people 
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would feel neither hot nor cold. This temperature is affected by both the average annual climate and 
seasonal fluctuations within it. Experiments have found that Tn correlates well with the outdoor 

average dry bulb temperature, such that the relationship can be given by: 
 
Tn = 17.6 + 0.31 Tave  

As everyone's response to the environment is not the same, an allowance can be made by specifying a 
temperature range within which 'most' people would be comfortable. The width of this comfort zone is taken 
to be around ±1.75 if the mean monthly average is used. 

 Adaptive Methods 
Adaptive comfort models add a little more human behaviour to the mix. They assume that, if changes 
occur in the thermal environment to produce discomfort, then people will generally change their 
behaviour and act in a way that will restore it. Such actions could include taking off clothing, reducing 
activity levels or even opening a window. The main effect of such models is to increase the range of 
conditions that designers can consider as comfortable, especially in naturally ventilated buildings 
where the occupants have a greater degree of control over their thermal environment. 
 
As they depend on human behaviour so much, adaptive models are usually based on extensive surveys 
of thermal comfort and indoor/outdoor conditions. This research clearly shows that providing people 
with the means to control their local environment greatly increases the percentage of satisfied 
occupants and makes them more forgiving of occasional periods of poor performance. Humphreys & 
Nicol (1998) give equations for calculating the indoor comfort temperature from outdoor monthly 
mean temperature as follows.  

Free Running Building: 

Tc = 11.9 + 0.534 Tave

 

Heated or Cooled Building: 

Tc = 23.9 + 0.295(Tave-22) exp([-(Tave-22)/33.941]²)
 

Unknown system (an average of all buildings): 

Tc = 24.2 + 0.43(Tave-22) exp(-[(Tave-22)/28.284]²)
 

Obviously only the free running and average options are available in the list as comfort is not calculated for 
an air-conditioned building, heating and cooling loads are calculated instead. 

Calculation Data 

As of v5.20 you can calculate both weighted and unweighted discomfort values. 

 

 Degree Hours 
Degree hour discomfort values simply weight each hour of discomfort by the number of degrees 
outside the comfort band. Thus, if a zone spends 1 hour at 4 degrees below its lower comfort band (or 
any of the dynamic bands as discussed above), that would contribute 4 degree hours to the total. This 
is a useful value as it more clearly indicates the level of discomfort than a straight hour count.  

 Percentage of Time 
In contrast to the degree hour value, this calculation simply counts the number of hours the zone spent 
outside the comfort band, displayed as a percentage.
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 Total Hours 
This is a simple count of each hour the zone spent outside the comfort band.  

References 

Humphreys, M., Nicol, J., Understanding the Adaptive Approach to Thermal Comfort, ASHRAE Trans., 
1998. 
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Annual Load Distribution 
Heat load distribution graphs are quite different from temperature distributions. In these, loads are indicated 
by colour and the two axis show hours of the day vertically and months of the year horizontally. Loads are 
calculated for each hour of the day and the total for each month is then displayed. Thus it is possible to see 
at what time of the day maximum and minimum loads occur as well as which time of the year. 

 

The above graph shows the distribution of conduction gains through the fabric of a building. It can be seen 
that these peak between 2pm and 8pm, indicating the use of materials with an average thermal lag of only 2-
3 hours. Generally, large areas of glass make the fabric load peak during the middle of the day whereas a 
heavyweight building with lots of internal thermal mass and insulation may peak very late in the evening. 

Using Ecotect, you can isolate the distribution of each type of load:  

1. Conduction loads through the fabric (sQc) 
These loads refer only to the gains due to differentials in air temperature between inside and outside 
the space. Even though in reality it is impossible to distinguish between conduction and indirect solar 
loads (sol-air gains), computer analysis can and it is very important as you often deal with the two 
types of loads in different ways. For example, high conduction loads must be countered using either 
insulation (resistance) or thermal mass (capacitance), whereas you can simply paint a surface white to 
reduce indirect solar loads.  

2. Indirect solar loads through opaque objects (sQss) 
This refers to additional gains due to the effects of incident solar radiation on the external surface of 
exposed opaque objects. The solar radiation acts to raise the external surface temperature which in 
turn increases the conducted heat flow. As described in the previous point, it is impossible in reality to 
distinguish these from straight conduction gains, however it is very useful for a computer to do it as 
you can deal with them very differently.  

3. Direct solar gains through transparent objects (sQsg) 
These loads refer to solar radiation entering the space through a window, void or other 
transparent/translucent surface. It should be noted that the Admittance method does not track these 
gains through the window and onto individual internal surfaces. It simply treats them as a space load 
(as opposed to a fabric load) and uses the admittance of the materials in each zone to diffuse and 
distribute the heat.  

4. Ventilation and infiltration gains (sQv) 
This refers to heat transfer due to the movement of air through through cracks and openings in the 
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building fabric, such as windows, voids, etc. As the infiltration rate can be easily obtained for each 
zone, ventilation and infiltration are lumped together in this type of analysis.  

5. Internal loads from lights, people and equipment (sQi) 
These loads tend to be more constant and predictable than weather-based loads. However, you can 
often end up with quite complex load patterns in larger buildings when using many different schedules 
and object activations.  

6. Inter-zonal loads from heat flow between adjacent zones (sQz) 
Inter-zonal gains result from the heat flows induced by temperature differences between zones. This 
flow occurs through areas where surfaces from different zones are adjacent to each other.  

For more details on setting the date and highlighting a zone in the graph, see the Thermal Analysis Tab 
section of the Analysis Page. 
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Internal Temperatures in Ecotect  
[BETA RELEASE: Stuff about CIBSE Admittance Method - see technical note] 
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Exporting to EnergyPlus 
The EnergyPlus export functions in 2010 have been greatly improved - see the EnergyPlus and Ecotect topic 
for more details.  

In terms of interface, Ecotect provides a simple and easy-to-use mechanism for graphically designing and 
generating building geometry in EnergyPlus format. This includes customisable material and construction 
data as well as basic operational schedules and the fundamental infrastructure for a working IDF file. It does 
not include a plant modeller or a detailed graphical user interface for the general operation of EnergyPlus. 
However, once you have the building and base IDF file, it is then a relatively simple task to set up your 
analysis and plant systems within the IDF Editor. 

To export to EnergyPlus, use the EnergyPlus button in the Export Manager panel in the main application 
window. 
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Click the Export Model Data button to generate your EnergyPlus files. The very first time you do this in 
each session you will be prompted for a filename to save the data as. This file will be the IDF file and will 
determine the directory in which all interim and output files are placed during your analysis.  

Once you export the files, the Data Manager will be displayed. 

Modelling Constraints 

To successfully export a model to EnergyPlus, there are a number of constraints on the way you create your 
model that you must be aware of: 

1. Objects with more that four sides are not yet supported by EnergyPlus. 

Quite a bit of research has gone into methods for the semi-intelligent automatic tessellation of complex 
surfaces. However, none of the schemes yet devised are ready for general release - or come anywhere near 
the average user's ability to make the most appropriate decisions for surface partitioning taking into account 
both horizontal and vertical adjacencies. Thus, for maximum flexibility you should generate your Ecotect 
model in exactly the same way you would devise surfaces and adjacencies when entering them manually in 
EnergyPlus.  

  

  

2. Adjacent surfaces cannot overlap more than one other object 

Within an Ecotect model any surface can overlap any number of other surfaces in any number of ways. 
Ecotect works out the area of adjacency between two overlapping objects, but never needs to know the exact 
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shape of the overlap - only its surface area. However EnergyPlus requires that exposed and non-exposed 
surfaces be completely separate objects and that any one object can only be adjacent to a single other object. 

This simply means adding new objects to a zone to match any areas of overlap, as shown below. We are 
working on ways of doing this automatically, however both tools require precise geometry for each object 
and the systems currently being tested are very easily fooled by more complex surfaces. 

  

  

3. All materials must have their component layers fully defined 

EnergyPlus does not use the same thermal properties of material that Ecotect uses. Instead it generates its 
own heat flow coefficients and response factors from detailed information about the individual layers that 
makes up the material. If any material used in your model does not have this detail, it will generate an error 
message and the export will be aborted. To define layers, see the Layers Tab in the Element Properties 
dialog. 

There is one exception to this rule. Just as when exporting to RADIANCE, if you create an IDF material 
definition with exactly the same filename as a material used in the model, Ecotect will include the contents 
of this file within the exported IDF file. Thus, you could manually generate a file called 
DoubleBrickCavity.idf which contained a very detailed material definition and, if objects in your model 
were assigned a material called DoubleBrickCavity, then the contents of the file would be included instead 
of the actual Ecotect material definition. This also applies to Schedules. 

4. Operational schedules area assigned in weekly groups 

Whilst in Ecotect hourly profiles can be assigned to any day of the year, in EnergyPlus hourly profiles 
become DAYSCHEDULES that must first be assigned to WEEKSHEDULES, which are then applied to the 52 weeks 
of the year. For simplicity, a new mode has been added to the Schedule Editor in Ecotect. This automatically 
names the 12 daily profiles and generates the appropriateDAYSCHEDULE set, a single WEEKSCHEDULE, and 
assigns that to the full 52 weeks of the year. 
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As it is relatively easy to generate complex annual schedules using the IDF Editor - once you have the base 
hourly data, you should really think of schedules in Ecotect as defining different WEEKSCHEDULES which you 
can then apply to different periods of the year.  

Also note that, once you have a complex schedule that you would like to re-use, you can simply copy its text 
definition out of the IDF file and into a text file of its own. If this file is in the same directory as the Ecotect 
model (or in the Export Materials Directory) and is assigned the same name as one of the schedules used 
within the model, then Ecotect will use the contents of this file in place of its own schedule definition when 
generating the final IDF file. 

For more detailed information on how Ecotect generates EnergyPlus schedules, see the more general 
EnergyPlus Export topic.  
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Exporting to HTB2 
As of version 5.0, Ecotect includes export facilities for HTB2. HTB2 is a software suite under development 
by Don Alexander at the Welsh School of Architecture in Cardiff. It is intended for the general purpose 
simulation of energy and environmental performance of buildings. It is based on a simple Finite Difference 
Heat transport model suitable for use within research, teaching and design environments. See 
http://www.cf.ac.uk/archi/research/envlab/htb2_1.html for more details. 

To export to HTB2, use the HTB2 button in the Export Manager panel in the main application window. 
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Click the Export Model Data button to generate HTB2 files. The very first time you do this in each 
session you will be prompted for a filename to save the data as. This file will be the base that will determine 
the directory in which all the other associated input files will be stored. 

Once you select an output file, the HTB2 Export dialog will be displayed. This allows you to control some 
of the export settings, one of which is the option to automatically run the Data Manager. This is a tool that 
allows you to manually edit all the various HTB2 files, invoke a run, and then graph the resulting output 
data. 

Modelling Constraints 

HTB2 does not place many constraints on the actual building of the model, any thermally correctly Ecotect 
model should export successfully to HTB2. However, there are some limitations on the number of individual 
elements within the model simply because it is a Fortran program and all its array sizes are predefined. 

1. Limited number of window objects 
Standard versions of HTB2 can only store 100 shading masks, resulting in a limit of 100 windows in 
the whole model. Whilst you could attempt to manually edit the HTB2 file in order to re-use some 
shading masks on windows in the same orientation, fundamentally shading patterns are unique to each 
window. You could try amalgamating several separate windows in the same wall into one big 
window, however your options are generally limited given the complexity of the model.  

2. Floor objects receive solar radiation by default 
HTB2 requires that you assign each window the index of another object onto which any direct solar 
radiation will fall. By default Ecotect assigns this to the floor of the zone in which the window is 
located. If Ecotect is unable to find an associated floor object, it will choose another zone object and 
generate a warning message.  

3. All materials must have their component layers fully defined 
EnergyPlus does not use the same thermal properties of material that Ecotect uses. Instead it generates 
its own heat flow coefficients and response factors from detailed information about the individual 
layers that makes up the material. If any material used in your model does not have this detail, it will 
generate an error message and the export will be aborted. To define layers, see the Layers Tab in the 
Element Properties dialog.  
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Exporting to ESP-r 
Version 5.20 now includes an ESP-r export facility. ESP-r has been developed by ESRU at the University of
Strathclyde. See http://www.esru.strath.ac.uk/Programs/ESP-r.htm for more details. 

To export to ESP-r, use the ESP-r button in the Export Manager panel in the main application window. 
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Click the Export Model Data button to generate your ESP-r files. The very first time you do this in each 
session you will be prompted for a filename to save the data as. This file will be the CFG file and will 
determine the directory into which all associated files are placed. Associated files include the global 
connection file (cnn) as well as construction (con), geometry (geo) and operation (opr) files for each thermal
zone. 

At the moment ESP-r only run as a Unix program, either on a Unix machine or within Cygwin under MS 
Windows. In both cases the output files from Ecotect contain DOS line-feed and carriage-return characters 
which are incompatible with ESP-r. To overcome this, use the Unix dos2unix command - which can be run 
for all files in the current directory by simply entering: 

dos2unix * 

Once converted, you should be able to load them directly into ESP-r. The following images show the same 
example model in Ecotect and when imported into ESP-r. 
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Modelling Constraints

To successfully export a model to ESP-r, there are a number of constraints on the way you create your 
model that you must be aware of: 

1. Adjacent surfaces cannot overlap more than one other object 

Within an Ecotect model any surface can overlap any number of other surfaces in any number of ways. 
Ecotect works out the area of adjacency between two overlapping objects, but never needs to know the exact 
shape of the overlap - only its surface area. However ESP-r requires that exposed and non-exposed surfaces 
be completely separate objects and that any one object can only be adjacent to a single other object. 

This simply means adding new objects to a zone to match any areas of overlap, as shown below. We are 
working on ways of doing this automatically, however both tools require precise geometry for each object 
and the systems currently being tested are very easily fooled by more complex surfaces. 

  

  

2. All materials must have their component layers fully defined 

ESP-r does not use the same thermal properties of material that Ecotect uses. Instead it generates its own 
heat flow coefficients and response factors from detailed information about the individual layers that makes 
up the material. If any material used in your model does not have this detail, it will generate an error 
message and the export will be aborted. To define layers, see the Layers Tab in the Element Properties 
dialog. 
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UK Part-L Summary 
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Example Part-L Analysis 

As part of ongoing research into automated compliance testing of building models against building 
regulations, the first set to have been fully implemented in Ecotect is Part-L of the UK Building Regulations, 
detailing guidelines for the conservation of fuel and power. Now that most of the major issues have been 
overcome with this release, more regulations from different parts of the World should follow reasonably 
soon. 

UK Part-L: The Conservation of Fuel and Power 

Part L deals with the conservation of fuel and power in buildings throughout the UK. It is part of a broad 
wave of European legislation which seeks to encourage industry-wide adoption of energy efficient practices 
and waste minimisation techniques. This legislation is only in its infancy, however it is already having a 
significant impact on the local building industry.  

In terms of Part-L (Part-J in Scotland), Ecotect is the only building modelling and analysis tool to directly 
address all aspects of compliance, including the Elemental Method. Obviously the Whole Building Methods 
for Schools and Hospitals are dictated by Education and NHS guidelines, however the Carbon Performance 
Rating (CPR) for office buildings is supported. As Ecotect uses the CIBSE Admittance method for its 
thermal analysis, you can also use these to demonstrate solar control, even if you do not comply with the 
prescriptive provisions. Also, you can automatically generate a notional building for comparative testing 
using the Carbon Emissions Method. As Ecotect can export to many other thermal analysis and simulation 
tools, it is significantly easier to apply the Carbon Emissions Method as this is by far the most flexible 
option. 

This all means that you can continually check your model against Part-L right the way through its 
development, knowing as soon as you make a particular design decision what ramifications it is likely to 
have.  

For more extensive and detailed information on the application of the regulations, see the 
SUSTAINABILITY > UK Part-L section of the Ecotect web site. As many aspect of Part-L are constantly 
being updated in response to developments in the the profession, you should check this section for any 
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important updates and more detailed information on implementation issues. 

Compliance Testing 

After setting options in the Part-L Analysis dialog, Ecotect generates a HTML report which summarises the 
aspects of your building model that relevant to the many provisions within the regulations. The information 
presented relates directly to Tables 1-3 of Approved Documents L1 and Tables 1-4 of L2.  

For maximum flexibility and customisation, the format of this page is set out in a template file called Part-
L-Header.htm located in the main Ecotect install directory (usually C:\Program Files\Square One\). You 
can customise this file to add you own company logo or completely change any of the CSS styles used. 
Simply make a copy of the original file (in case you make a mistake) and edit it in your favourite HTML 
editor. When you first view the file it should look like the following: 

 

As you can see it contains a series of [%XXX%] tokens. As Ecotect reads through this file, it replaces these 
with the relevant information from the model when outputting the compiled page. The only one you 
absolutely must have in the modified is the [%RESULTS%] token, for obvious reasons. This token is unique in 
that it is located outside a table cell (hence is only visible when editing the HTML code. This is because it 
creates its own variable number of columns and rows. If your modified file shows no results, it will likely be 
because this token is either missing misplaced within the <table></table> tags. 

The following is a list of the various compliance tables in the [%RESULTS%] section. After each table you 
will see a results field that will contain either PASSED or FAILED, depending on the outcome. If you 
failed, there should be one or more red items in the table indicating why your model failed, or red text 
immediately to the left indicating the document and paragraph you should refer to in the Approved 
Documents.  

 

This table is not required as part of the compliance analysis, however it shows the number of heated and 
unheated thermal zones in the model as well as their floor areas and volumes. Part-L is concerned primarily 
with building heating loads. Thus, if you have not specified a heating or air-conditioning system for any 
zones, you obviously use no heating energy (see the Zone Management dialogs for setting HVAC systems). 
Simply check this table to make sure the right number of zones are listed in each section. 

 

This table relates to Paragraph 1.8 in Approved Document L1. This states that the requirements would be 
met if the average U-value of windows, doors and rooflights matches the relevant figure in ADL1 Table 1 
and the area of the windows, doors and rooflights together does not exceed 25% of the total floor area. Thus 
the table lists total floor area and the total area of windows, doors and rooflights. For a domestic building, 
this requirement must be met in order to use the Elemental Method - otherwise the Target U-value or a SAP 
rating must be used. 
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This table lists the area-weighted average U-values and surface areas of all the elements listed in Table 1 of 
both Approved Documents. If the resulting U-value of any element is above the allowable value, it is 
highlighted in red and your model will fail this method. The table also lists the total heal loss rate and U-
value of the building for direct comparison with the Target U-value and Notional Building tests described 
below if your design fails this method.  

 

The Target U-value only applies to domestic buildings and is slightly more involved than the Elemental 
Method. It takes into account the overall insulation level of the building fabric, the relative efficiency of the 
installed heating system and the potential for direct solar gains. It can be used for any type of heating system 
and, even where extensions are being assessed, must only be applied to the whole building.  

The methodology simply generates a target U-value based on the overall exposed form factor of the 
dwelling, and then modifies this value based on the efficiency of the boiler and the relative area of exposed 
south-facing glazing. To comply, the overall U-value of all elements of the building must be no greater than 
the calculated target value. If your design fails this and the Elemental Method table, you must look at the 
Carbon Index Method using a SAP rating tool. 

 

This table only applies to commercial buildings and relates to Paragraph 1.15 in Approved Document L2. 
This states that compliance would be achieved if the rate of heat loss from the proposed building does not 
exceed that from a notional building of the same size and shape that meets the criteria set out in Table 1 and 
Table 2; and the U-value of any part of an element is no worse than the values given in Table 3. 

Ecotect generates the notional building for you and displays a table in exactly the same format as the 
Elemental Method described above, using the maximum allowable U-values and aperture ratios for each 
element. As with the Elemental Method, a total building U-value and heat loss rate is derived. To pass, your 
model must have a lower total heat loss rate than the notional building.  

If your design fails this and the Elemental Method table, you must use either the Whole Building Method or 
Carbon Emissions Method. The Whole Building Method pages on the Ecotect web site contain a useful 
interactive calculator for the Carbon Performance Rating of office buildings. 

 

This table is also applicable only to commercial buildings and relates to Table 2 and Paragraph 1.12 in 
Approved Document L2. It states that provision should be made to limit the rate of heat loss through glazed 
elements of the building. One way of complying would be to limit the total area of windows, doors and 
rooflights so that they do not exceed the values given in Table 2 - unless compensated for in some other 
way. 

This table therefore lists the window-to-wall and rooflight-to-roof ratios. To comply with this option, both 
ratios must be less than those shown in ADL2 Table 2 for the specified building type. If your design fails 
this, each heated thermal zone must pass either of the two following tables.
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This table is also applicable only to commercial buildings and relates to Table 4 and Paragraph 1.22 of 
Approved Document L2. It states that a way of achieving compliance for spaces with glazing facing only 
one orientation would be to limit the area of glazed opening as a percentage of the internal area of the 
element under consideration to the values given in Table 4. The internal area of the element in Ecotect is 
taken to mean the internal surface area of the facade elements facing in the same direction as the window. 

Thus Ecotect lists all the heated thermal zones in the model with glazing only on one side, calculating the 
facade areas and aperture ratios. If any zones fail in this table, that zone must pass the following Solar Gains 
table or you will have to demonstrate compliance based on Paragraph 1.23 (b) of Approved Document L2 
(described below). 

 

This table is also applicable only to commercial buildings and relates to Paragraph 1.23 of Approved 
Document L2. Section (a) of the paragraph states that compliance can be achieved by showing that the solar 
heat load per unit floor area averaged between the hours of 07:30 and 17:30 would not be greater than 
25W/m² if the building were to be subject to the solar irradiances for the particular location for the month of 
July that were not exceeded on more than 2.5% of occasions during the period 1976 – 1995.  

Only multi-sided zones or single-sided ones that failed the Glazing Area by orientation test in the table 
immediately above are included in this table. Ecotect uses the procedure shown in Appendix H of ADL2 to 
calculate solar loads in perimeter and interior area of each zone based on UK average solar gains given in 
Table H1. The table lists each orientation for each zone with the relevant areas and gains. To comply the 
average solar gains in each area must be less than 25W/m².  

Of interest, if you choose the Display Solar Zones option in the Part-L Analysis dialog, you can 
actually watch as Ecotect calculates each zonal area in the 3D model, displaying coloured dots for each 
window and orientation as it goes. 

If any zone fails this test, you will have to demonstrate compliance based on Paragraph 1.23 (b) of Approved 
Document L2. This states that a detailed calculation procedure such as that described in chapter 5 of CIBSE 
Guide A35 can be used to show that, in the absence of mechanical cooling or mechanical ventilation 
systems, the space will not overheat when subjected to an internal gain of 10 W/m². For this you can use 
Ecotect's thermal analysis functions or export to another thermal simulation package. 

 

The final table is simply a full list of each material used in the model together with its surface area and U-
value. Even though the area-weighted average U-values of each element may comply with the Elemental 
Method, there are still maximum U-value allowances for individual materials. If any of your assigned 
materials fail at this stage, either choose a different material or negotiate with your Building Control Officer 
to see if any compromises can be made elsewhere in the scheme. 
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Visual Access  
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Visibility of red building across site.  

 

Access to views outside from a partitioned office floor . 

A new feature in 2010 is the ability to calculate the visibility of objects from different points around the 
model. This can be very useful as a site planning tool as well as in determining which areas in a room have 
adequate views to the outside through windows and openings. Calculations are controlled by the Visibility 
Analysis dialog. 

 Site Visibility 
Even at a preliminary design stage, it can be important to know the degree of visibility of specific 
objects from different parts of the site. By simply setting up the analysis grid over the area you are 
interested in and then selecting the objects you wish to test for visibility, you can quickly obtain a 
useful visualisation of the overall effect.  

 Access to Views Outside 
The new LEED rating now allocates points if you can show that at least 90% of a room has access to 
views to the outside. By setting up the analysis grid over the floor plane of each room you are 
interested in and then selecting the appropriate windows, you can quickly calculate the exact area of 
unobstructed window visible from each point.  

The result in either application of the calculation are some areas and percentages that may need a little 
explanation in order to understand what they represent. 

How It Works  

As discussed in the Visibility Analysis dialog, each selected surface/window is first sub-divided into a series 
of sampled points. Obviously point objects will be allocated only a single sample point at their centre. 
Similarly, lines are allocated a series of points along each segment. The visibility of each sample point from 
each node in the analysis grid is then calculated and summed in the data for each node.  

There are a number of points of interest and assumptions to note about this calculation: 

 Line-of-sight rays are traced from each grid node to each surface sample point.  
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 Each ray begins at the grid node with a value of 1. This value is then multiplied by the transparency of 
each intervening object that lies between the two end points and is intersected by the ray. Opaque 
objects terminate the ray.  

 Selected objects that are being tested for visibility DO NOT obscure other objects being tested - they 
are ignored in the ray-intersection calculation. This is important as it allows the user control over what 
the percentage values discussed later actually mean. If the aim is to see how much of a polyhedron 
shape can be seen, then the user can choose between the percentage of all objects or the percentage of 
only visible objects by toggling the Check Both Sides option.  

 When calculating visible area, each ray value is multiplied by the cosine of the intersection angle at 
each surface sample point on planar objects. This means that surfaces viewed at grazing incidence 
contribute less relative area than those viewed at normal incidence - based on the cos law. Thus an 
observer viewing an object at an angle of 60deg to its surface normal sees only 1/2 its surface area, 
whilst at an angle of 90deg the viewer sees nothing.  

 Incidence angle is not considered in the Percentage Exposed values discussed below.  
 When the Visibility of Selected Objects is being calculated, the surface properties of each test 

object are NOT considered. This looks only at the visibility of each point on the surface. However, 
when Access to Views Outside is being calculated, the transmission and refractive index effects 
of each window material IS considered. In this case, each ray is further modified by the transparency 
of the window glazing as well as the additional opacity of the glass (due to increased reflectance) 
when viewed at high incidence angles. This applies to all calculated values, both areas and 
percentages.  

Results 

When complete, each grid point contains the following values:  

 Actual Visible Area 
This gives the total surface area of the tested objects visible from each point. This takes into account 
the view angle of each surface as described above and, in the case of views outside, the relative 
transparency of each window. Point and line objects do not contribute at all to this value.  

 Percentage Exposed Objects 
This is the sum of the percentage of each object actually visible, without consideration of view angle. 
Thus, if two objects are being tested and a grid node can see 25% of the points on the first and 50% of 
the points on the second, then the Percentage Exposed Objects is simply 25% + 50% = 75%. Thus, 
each object has a relative weighting of 1.0, irrespective of their relative area. This allows you to select 
multiple point objects as well as surfaces and determine the visible object count.  

 Percentage Exposed Points  
This value is simply the percentage of all sample points on all tested objects visible from the grid 
node. Thus, if two objects are being tested and a grid node can see 100 of the 400 points on the first 
and 600 of the 1200 points on the second, then the Percentage Exposed Points is simply (100+600) / 
(400+1200) = 43.75%. This essentially weights each object by its relative surface area, where point 
and line objects contribute only the number of sample points they contain.  
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Summary Tables 
Blah, blah, blah. 
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Fabric Costs 
Fabric costs refer to the total capital cost of the building being modelled. To take advantage of this feature, 
you must enter up-to-date cost values for unit quantities of the materials used. Whilst this may at first seem 
quite laborious, you will find that you generally use a relatively tight palette of materials, so you can quickly 
update your library dealing with non-standard materials on a case-by-case basis. 

These values can be entered in the Properties tab of the Material Library dialog. 

Fabric costs, along with environmental factors, can be tabulated and displayed in the Material Costs tab in 
the Analysis page. The display shows the relative percentage of each building element or, if a specific 
element is selected, all the materials of that element type. 

 

Before undertaking a fabric cost analysis, you should familiarise yourself with the Double Counting topic as 
it may impact on how you choose to create your model. It should also be noted that you can use Ecotect to 
tabulate and display environmental impact as well. 
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Environmental Impact 
In addition to fabric and maintenance costs, Ecotect allows you to enter a range of environmental costs for 
each material if you have the data. These values can be entered in the Properties tab of the Material 
Properties dialog. 

 

The default material library has a zero value in these fields for each of its materials as they are location-
specific and can vary quite substantially. With more and more users in different locations, it is hoped that the 
Ecotect web site will soon contain more information on the localised environmental parameters of various 
materials. These include values for greenhouse gas emissions, embodied energy and annual maintenance 
energy.  

 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Refer to the amount of carbon dioxide or CO2 equivalent gasses resulting from the production of one 
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unit quantity of a material. This is usually given in kilograms. 

 Initial Embodied Energy 

Embodied energy refers to the total energy involved in the mining, manufacture and transport of one 
unit quantity of a material. Some embodied energy values provide only the process energy, not the full 
from-cradle value. This is fine as long as the values you use are consistent across the different models 
you compare. 

 Annual Maintenance Energy 

This refers to the amount of energy used per year in the ongoing repair and maintenance of one unit 
quantity of a material. This should not include any operational energy as the element should then be 
an appliance and the operational energy added to the resource consumption data. 

These environmental values can be tabulated and displayed along with fabric costs in the Material Costs tab 
on the Analysis page. 
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Double Counting 
For thermal and geometric calculations, Ecotect requires that all zones be geometrically complete (refer to 
Thermal Modelling for details). This means that adjacent zones will have at least one external surface that 
overlaps a similar surface from the other zone. Consider the two zones in the example shown below. A 
portion of the north wall of the large zone is overlapped by the south wall of the smaller one. Without 
special internal processing, simply adding up the surface areas of each zone would lead to the double-
counting of this overlapping area. 

 

Ecotect needs this overlap in order to automatically determine the area of inter-zonal adjacency, the 
materials between each zone and the resulting heat flows and sound transmission. These are determined 
during Inter-Zonal Adjacency calculations, a pre-processing step performed prior to thermal and cost 
analysis functions. Once an area of overlap is detected, the Exposed Surface Area property of the object is 
updated and the overlap and zone information written to the ADJ file. 
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During cost calculations, half of the material cost value of any overlap area is attributed to each zone. The 
cost and environmental impact values of the Alternate Material are used. You can quite simply check the 
results of an adjacency calculation by selecting an object and displaying the Selection Information panel. 
The information in the Geometry section is what you want. If you were to first select the large north wall in 
Zone 1 (object #3) and then the small south wall in Zone 2 (object #12) , you would see that the north wall 
has an exposed surface area of 19.47m² whereas the south wall has an exposed area value of 0.00m², as 
shown below. You should also note that the South wall has determined that a portion of its surface is 
adjacent not only to a wall, but to a child door within the surface of the adjacent wall (shown as 
AdjChildren). In this case the door belongs to the North wall so it is already accommodated in its surface 
area. 

 

Large North Wall 

 

Small South Wall 
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Summary Tables 
The summary tables are a new feature in 2010 which allow you to generate tabulated information from the 
current model. Whilst a small number of default table formats are provided, it is intended that the majority 
of work in this area will be carried out via user-customisable scripts using the Report Generator. 

The Report Generator will allow you to compile reports containing text, multiple tables and even images 
generated from the model into the one text/html file. As a html file, you can also customise the style sheet it 
uses to match you own corporate image.  

Documentation for the Report Generator and a wide range of example scripts will be available soon.  

Related topics:  

 Summary page 

The utility window in which summary tables are displayed. 
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